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Dear Members,

Heartiest greetings to all!

First things first; June 30th ’22 would be cherished for long by FSAI and all its stakeholders. A unique and exclusive FSAI 
Skill Development Centre (FSDC) got launched on this day at the campus of Goa Engineering College (GEC). This is a 
joint endeavour between FSAI and its GEC student chapter. Dr. Pramod Sawant, Hon. Chief minister of Goa declared it 
open to the citizens at a serene inaugural function. In fact, he has always been making it convenient to be present and 
grace a number of events – be they part of FSAI’s National centre, Goa chapter or Student wing.  He spoke on different 
types of benefits which FSDC would be in a position to share among aspiring youngsters as well as society at large. Dr. 
Sawant also specifically mentioned that sooner than later FSAI would be requested to initiate the creation of task force 
which would be part of the curriculum setting, training and certifying the pass outs from this centre. Along with various 
FSAI core groups which are directly or indirectly associated with this activity, your Journal would also be publishing a 
number of useful information on this arena with regular periodicity.

The preparatory campaign for the immediate next annual India Fire & Security Yatra – IFSY (covering all regions of the 
country) during the months of August, September & October to be followed by next year’s Project Heads, Architects and 
Consultant’s Conclave (PACC) between 2nd & 5th of March’23 at Kochi (Kerala) has commenced. We seek the support 
from one and all for the continued success of these populous events. Detailed fliers have been included in the journal for 
the benefit of all and shall be continued in future editions as well as Buzz newsletter for ready reference

It is also heartening to share that a good number of joint ventures and couple MOU’s are being explored and executed 
with sustainability. These are in relation to the common interests of Fire cum life safety, security, building cum industrial 
sector and automation.

Before signing off, I wish to share one information about an emotion packed; but highly inspirational image which 
appeared recently in a National daily. I am pretty sure many of you might also had viewed the 
same. It was the photograph of a dedicated fireman rescuing a new born child (while the 
panicked mother is sitting nearby looking totally perplexed) from a Commercial complex 
in Ahmedabad which also houses a paediatric clinic. The building was affected by a 
serous fire. 

Fortunately, there was no casualty thanks to the exceptional grit, speed and efficiency 
with which the fire brigade responded to the incident along with other dutybound 
personnel. 

Though the flames had not spread up to the location under reference, the patients 
and bystanders were found gasping for breath due to toxic vapours emerging out 
of the fire. The report said 21 of 70+ lives miraculously saved by the service dept. 
of the city were infants! While appreciating and applauding the efforts all the fire 
service brave hearts in the country, let us also understand the seriousness of fire 
risks looming large all around.  FSAI as a service entity would always be willing 
to take on any facilitation efforts aimed at mass awareness creation, fire 
prevention, protection and control/ mitigation. Please put out 
your queries, suggestions and/or valuable advices on 
how to strengthen the confidence of level citizens 
in this regard and make them feel more secured. 
Together we can – Motivate more people to join 
FSAI  and be part of its efforts to create a Surakshit 
Bharat   

Wishing everyone the very best.

From the President

With warm regards

Ajit Raghavan
President – FSAI





Dear Friends, 

At the outset, my heartiest greetings to all!!

Time is a flying machine with unimaginable consistency and velocity factor. 

Accordingly, every fraction of second counts. In fact, we would be left far behind along the fast  moving developmental track 
around the globe even while making continuous and sincere efforts but not able to cope with time movement. Keeping this 
aspect in mind, the journal administration is truly committed to monitor the pace of task completion and ensuring course 
correction wherever deemed fit.  Here, the quality, regularity and punctuality aspects of delivery come in chronology.  
Steadily over the last five years, fairly good progress is also being achieved. But with the passage of time, expectations of 
readers are increasing manyfold in terms of content relevance, article flow, illustrative designing, aesthetics and overall 
appeal. While going through the availability of contents in terms of number, it is my earnest feeling that we need to have 
a larger set of ‘article bank’ all the time such that the designing part of two to three editions can proceed in parallel. This 
would also provide more review time for Editorial board members who are offering us excellent voluntary support. As 
a new initiative under the title  “Market Buzz”, it is being envisaged to offer a wider platform to our  sponsors. This is 
in relation to the publication of news highlights related to their product/system launch, launching new manufacturing 
centres, brief profile (‘who is who’) of leaders adorning senior level positions etc. 

Here I would make a quick mention that the sincere attempt we made to contact all the speakers of the PACC’22 and 
seeking to share their presentations in ‘article format’ had gone down very well with them. In fact many have given consent 
and if all goes well, the article numbers would swell fast paving the way for enough contents 
which may last for another 3 or 4 editions by which time the next editions of  IFSY, 
PACC and FISE would take place in sequel!

In addition, we had already taken a decision to tap in the rich article creation 
talent among many of the sponsors such that specific quality / research work/ 
application related write-ups on their products/new cum innovative ideas would 
become very inspirational. This would also be complementary to the existing 
thematic and generic category being successfully followed all through. The 
mailers on this scheme have already been designed and release had commenced 
from the previous edition of Buzz and this issue of Journal. Henceforth, they 
would appear regularly. We eagerly look for a handholding  by each member of 
FSAI fraternity in this innovative mission.

The month end of June witnessed a unique joint event organized by FSAI and 
its Goa Engineering College (GEC) student chapter marking the opening of 
FSAI Skill Development Centre (FSDC) at the campus.  Hon. Chief Minister of 
Goa Dr. Pramod Sawant launched the Project and gave a scintillating inaugural 
address by explaining about the benefits the FSDC would directly provide 
to the young employment aspirants and indirectly the society at large.  
Kindly view the special column related on this as well as few 
other important events featured in this edition. More 
informative data would follow suit in successive issues.

Seeking readers’ continual patronage in whichever 
manner you wish to offer.

From the

Chairman’s Desk

With Best Wishes!

Pankaj Tiwari
Chairman – FSAI Journal





EDITOR’S PAGE

Dear readers, 
Welcome back!
June 30th’2022; what a befitting and highly deserving memory, the FSAI as well as its student chapter at Goa 
Engineering college can delightfully cherish about for long. The unveiling of the first ever FSAI Skill Development 
Centre (FSDC) at the institute campus by none other than Dr. Promod Sawant, Hon. Chief Minister of Goa 
was a treat to watch. The CM’s inaugural address said it all on how this initiative jointly organized by FSAI and 
the student chapter would benefit hundreds of young job aspirants belonging to Goa region as well as country 
at large. The front cover of this edition depicts few glimpses of the gala event. In addition, please go through  the 
detailed narrative of the same under the “Chapter activity segment”.
The newly installed Journal core wing consisting of Administration and Editorial Board had already embarked 
on few specific initiatives which could be complementary to the excellent work done by  all the previous teams. 
These include:
¡ A ‘Market Buzz’ corner depicting information about the technological revolution happening in the Fire/

Security segment among Buildings, commercial establishments, Industries, Infrastructure etc.
¡ Offering of slots for manufacturers to publish their product / technology relevant articles in the Journal.
The contents for this  this issue truly consist constitute a mixed bag covering an array of write-ups like: 
Thematic Disaster preparedness and Response plans. There are 3 nice articles contributed by S/Shri. Ashok 
Menon, Sukanta Sethi and Rahul Mohan.
Generic contents pertaining to: 
i) Data Analysis for security (Mr. Ravinder Pal Singh)
ii) Thinking Security – Deploying Technology (Mr. Paresh Hadani)
iii) Role of Smart integration in advanced Fire Safety (Mr. Rodger Reiswig)
iv) Using Standards to Help Make Emergency Communications More Reliable and Accessible (Mr. Edwards 

Griff of U/L)
v) Sustainable Fire Cables (Mr. Naitik Punamiya)
vi) Water sprinklers for High rise building (Mr. Gopakumar A. Panicker)
vii) Report on a workshop pertaining to a  Robotic fire extinguisher development and its usage    – FSAI GEC 

(Goa) Student Chapter.
viii) An Overview of Safety Risks and Associated Safeguards for Hydrogen Fuel Applications (Mr. Rajan 

Prakash)
ix) Stories of Fire service departments who proactively chipped in to offer special service to society during the 

peak of “Covid onslaught” (Indore Public School Academy – FSAI Student chapter)
A small piece of information about the Quizzing corner: This edition carries the 21st un interrupted episode 
since the first contest got  released in early 2019.
So far, we have offered 200 questionnaires with probably none getting repeated and  corresponding multiple 
option banks have gone beyond 800 (that too very few repeated)
Let’s celebrate this endeavor with the more of the elite readers participating in the contest. Besides they may 
also create and offer us similar puzzles based on the expertise they would definitely be possessing on Fire safety/ 
Security /Automation and related aspects in the respective walks of life being pursued. We would be more than 
delighted to publish those with appreciative acknowledgement of their contribution.

KNK Murthy
Executive Editor

Yours sincerely,
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Mayanka Dadu is the third generation of the Safety 

Mayank Dadu
Secretary, Madhya Pradesh Chapter

Ashu Gupta
President - FSAI Rajasthan Chapter

Started his firm Naeem Qureshi and Associates in 1994, 
aiming to design spaces that are aesthetically sound and 
flawless in functionality. The design portfolio includes 
design projects like Residential, Retail, Hospitality, 
Commercial, Educational and entertainment facilities, 
incorporating practical designs, and making them extremely 
liveable and grandeur. Done a major projects in Central 
India region mainly in Indore, Bhopal, Gwalior, Ujjain, 
Mandsaur, Neemuch, Ratlam, Khargone, Mandleshwer, 
Manawer, Badwa etc. Presently a chairperson of IIID 
Indore Regional Chapter.   

 Naeemuddin Qureshi 
President, Madhya Pradesh Chapter

Engineers & Consultants Pvt. Ltd. Indore. Graduated 
in Fire Safety Protection with the Post Grad in Disaster 
Management. Certified by NFPA US & NEBOH as the 
Building & Premise Auditor. Working since 2017 in the 
fire, Safety & Security and integration of the services as 
the consultant & the turnkey Contractor. Mayanka is the 
Trainer, Auditor, Fire Protection and Life saving systems 
designer.    

Mr. Gupta’s career spans across several diverse domains. He 
commenced his career as a Mechanical Engineer in 2008. 
Now, he is a Managing Partner of Design2Occupancy 
Services LLP. Mr. Gupta is very active Volunteers in various 
Building Engineering Societies like ISHRAE, ASHRAE, 
FSAI, IAQA, IBPSA, ISLE and IAEMP at the local, 
national as well as international level. He is an IGBC AP, 
PQP, GEM CP and BEE certified ECBC Master Trainer.
He loves to share knowledge and he has trained more than 
8,000 Architects, Engineers, Consultants and Government 
Officials about Energy Conservation Building Code. 
Currently, he is a National Advocacy Vice Chair in 
ISHRAE, ARVC YEA of ASHRAE RAL Sub Region II. 

Awards & Recognition:  In Feb 2013, he was nominated 
as the ASHRAE Young Face of Engineering in the winter 
of 2013.  In Dec 2014, he received Rajasthan Energy 
Conservation Award, for contribution to State Energy 
conservation efforts in individual category.  In Dec 2018, 
he received Uttar Pradesh Energy Conservation Award, 
for contribution to State Energy conservation efforts in 
individual category.  In Jan 2019, he received Developing 
Leader Award by ASHRAE.   
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Mr. Ganpat Choudhary is Co-founder Director of Men 
at Work Engineers (I) Pvt. Ltd., Jaipur. A leading MEP 
contracting firm in Rajasthan from almost a decade. He is 
also worked for Ceasefire Industries Limited as Territory 
Manager for almost 8 years. He has let more than 300 
projects of various applications like Fire Safety, Electrical, 
Plumbing and Low Voltage. JK Cement Ltd., AAI, AAI 
Cargo, Dabur, Taj Hotels, AIIMS, Mayur Uniquoters Ltd., 
and many more are his key customers. Mr. Chodhary is 
associated with different technical societies. He is an active 
core working Member of FSAI, ISHRAE, ISLE and IPA.    

 Ganpat Choudhary
Secretary - FSAI Rajasthan Chapter

Mr. Prasad Rama Kaimal, former Director - Technical, Fire 
and Rescue Services, Kerala Fire Services. Has done his 
Advanced Diploma in Fire Engineering NFSC, Nagpur 
after his Graduation. He has 33 years of experience which 
includes 2 years of experience in Reliance Industries, 
Patalganga, Maharashtra and 31 years of experience in 
Kerala Fire Services. Mr. Prasad is the recipient of the 
President of India’s Fire Service Medal for Meritorious 
Service in the year 2010 and the President of India’s Fire 
Service Medal for Distinguished Service in the year 2018.     

 Prasad Rama Kaimal
President - FSAI Kerala Chapter

Mr. Anas Kalathil Shamsudheen graduated in Economics 
from Mahatma Gandhi University and Diploma in 
Electrical Engineering and also Post Graduation Diploma 
in Computer Application. He has 20 years of experience 
which includes 14 years of experience in Fire protection 
industry. He has occupied various professional positions 
like Regional Sales Manager - South India in Ultra Cab 
India Limited; Sales Manager in FirePro Systems Pvt Ltd; 
Sales Manager in Q-Flex Cables Ltd; Sales manager in RR 
KABEL ltd. Currently he is Working as the Director for 
Trisafe Solutions(p) Ltd.     

 Anas Kalathil Shamsudheen
Secretary - FSAI Kerala Chapter

Founder & Director, M/s. Electro-Mech Consultants 
Pvt. Ltd. (EMCPL), Mumbai. Founder & COO, M/s. Qi 
Square Pte Ltd., Singapore, a Digital Built Environment 
Ecosystem, Promoting Energy Efficiency, Sustainability 
& Green Environment. Mr. Rupesh brings over 22 years 
of Design, Installation, Testing, Commissioning and 
Management experience to the field of MEPF Engineering 
Consultancy & Sustainable Built Environment. A 
Mechanical Engineer by qualification, has passion for 
analysis and sustainability which has helped him build a 
reputation for Creative, Efficient and Economical designs. 
Before Starting EMCPL in 2009, He has worked for 
Reputed Contractors and Consultants in Construction 
field. He has been closely involved in Design Coordination 
and Innovation of MEP Services Design of over 1000 plus 
projects which includes Institutes, Hospitality (Hotels), 

 Rupesh Umtol 
President - FSAI Mumbai Chapter
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Pharmaceutical manufacturing units, Malls, Hospitals, 
various projects of Mixed Occupancy, Commercial, Retail, 
High Rise Buildings and Large Plotted Development 
projects. Since 2017, Co-founded “Qi Square” as Start 
Up Firm working in Virtual Energy Audits with AI 
Powered “Digital Twin” Tools to enable decision towards 
achieving Energy Efficiency, Sustainability & Carbon 
Emission reduction to manage the Climate Crisis in Built 
Environment in Singapore. Apart from work, he is keen on 
working towards development of Rural & Urban students 
in various areas like professional guidance, personality 
development, vocational knowledge, etc. He is member of 
ASHRAE, ISHRAE, IGBC, FSAI and IPA.  

Managing Director- Bharati Fire Engineers. An IT 
Engineer from Swami Vivekananda (VESIT, Chembur). 
Trainer Under Fire Protection Association,USA Mr. 
Sameer Thakker is the MD of Bharati Fire Engineers, 
which is a leading Fire Equipment Manufacturer 
and Turnkey Fire Protections systems designer and 
Integrator for over 48 years. He is a Young and Dynamic 
Entrepreneur into Manufacturing, Project Execution, 
Research, Design and Consulting. He is spearheading a 
Team of passionate Managers, Engineers, Fire Experts 
and Experienced Workers for more than a decade now. 
Bharati Fire Engineers starting from a Humble Beginning 
of Manufacturing Fire Extinguishers has established 
itself as one of the Niche organization providing the 
most Advanced Fire Protection Technologies. They have 
exclusive technological collaborations from Innovators in 
Netherlands, Germany, Israel and UK. It is one of the Few 
companies having its in-house R&D unit for technological 
trials. After completing his BE and taken Charge of the 
organization in 2006; Sameer has been able to grow the 
company as a Total solution provider with a team of about 
150 Experts. In his 14 years of Experience, after getting his 
BE from Swami Vivekananda, Mumbai he has been part 
of numerous International trainings on NFPA and other 
Fire Safety Technical programs and Standards in USA, 
Birmingham, UK, Netherlands, Germany & India, and has 
mind for technology His company BFE, FireFite, is deeply 
penetrated in Automotive, Defense, Oil and Gas, Pharma, 
Power sector among many industries. Recently under his 
guidance, his company has got a Certification for Automatic 

 Sameer Thakker 
Secretary - FSAI Mumbai Chapter

Fire Detection and Suppression system for buses, by ICAT. 
This is the first indigenous product that has got an approval 
under make in India. His mantra of the company “If Fear 
is Fire all you need is FireFite” the brand he created and 
lives upon. His strong belief is that knowledge needs to be 
upgraded at every step and one should never let go of an 
opportunity to Learn (Theoretically, practically & through 
experiences).  

Mr. Ashish Agrawal started ACE Technologies in 2006 
with an Electronics Engineering background. Own and 
operate Central Alarm Monitoring Station with Video 
Verification Services since 2010, only Central Alarm 
Monitoring station in Central India. Certified on Multiple 
Platforms on Integrated Security.     

 Ashish Agrawal
Jt. Secretary - FSAI Nagpur Chapter
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FSAI JournAl - School SAFety FeAture

- Mr. Ashok Menon,  
(PFSM & CMGM), Former Director, Fire & Emergency Directorate, Goa

IndIcAtIve checklISt nArrAtIve to conduct A
dISASter reSponSe MAnAgeMent plAn

 part I

Introduction
Safety is just one of the segments of a difficult path 
which would facilitate the success of a journey 
towards a  any predetermined destination .  It has no 
boundaries or barriers – geographic, demographic, 
social or political. Accordingly, there is dire need for 
adopting holistic approach and practices which ensure 
safety in every walk of life – domestic, societal and 
occupational of any sort. In addition, it encompasses 
a variety of complementary elements in our day -to - 
day engagements when it comes to the observance of 
good safety system and practices. Indicative examples 
could be functioning of institutions like academic 
(on which this write-up is centered), health care, 
hospitality, public services, commercial activities, 
private cum public transportation, sports cum 
entertainment functions as well as gatherings related 
to serve social and different faith related attributes 
etc., just to name a very few.

Accidents, mishaps, emergency situations and very 
rare occurrences of disastrous nature (natural or 
manmade) are unfortunately a curse to humanity. 
They have the potential to cause injuries of different 
nature as well as serious illnesses including loss of lives. 
Each of them has also been observed breaking the laws 
of nature which are meant to ensure good healthiness, 
happiness and longevity! In addition, disaster like 
scenarios are instrumental in creating hindrance and 
obstruction to smooth flow of life besides inflicting 
loss, damage and destruction of duly earned assets 
(movable and static) which are valuable to individuals, 
citizens fraternity and countries at large.

Coming to disaster management – topic of discussion 
for this narrative- it is essential to share the basic 
definitions being followed in relation to United 
Nations as well as in the Indian context. Here they 
are:
i) United Nation’s office of Disaster Risk Reduction 
(UNDRR).

“A serious disruption on the functioning of a 
community or society at any scale due to hazardous 
events interacting with conditions of exposure, 
vulnerability and capacity, leading to one or of the 
: Human, Material, Economic, and Environmental 
losses and impacts. 

ii) India: Disaster means a calamity, catastrophe 
or grave occurrence in area arising out of natural 
or manmade causes or by accident or negligence 
which result in substantial loss of life or human 
suffering, damage to or destruction of property and/
or besides property damage as well as degradation of 
environment and is of such a nature and magnitude as 
to be beyond the coping capacity of the community 
around the affected area.

Why and How safety including disaster management 
is associated with schools.

a) These days, almost all the academic institutions 
are fully booked and the strength of students in 
each of them far outnumber (if not equal) to many 
other full day operational segments like commercial 
establishments, large scale industries etc., 

b) Unlike other segments where functionaries are 
‘adults’ (by mandate) schools constitute mostly 
adolescents and the rest children. Therefore, a special 
systemic care is more important because we can’t 
always expect same level of behavioral maturity from 
them despite being fairly appraised or trained on 
safety. 

c) Obviously and deservedly, educational 
establishments of today are well equipped with most 
modern equipment cum gadgets as learning aids. 
Correspondingly they also possess potential hazards 
and related concerns – e.g., powered experimental 
tools, gas burners, glass wares, working models etc., 
Besides larger the schools - more are complexity 
of buildings, furniture, fittings and fixtures which 
are vulnerable to fire and life safety – e.g., multiple 
storeys, continuously operating air conditioners, air 
circulators, elevators, canteens etc., They also extend 
to serious security threats at time.

Indicative examples like the above would be eye 
openers to enhance not only safety training but a 
robust emergency cum disaster management system 
in all schools.

Coming to the ensuing narrative, it is based on a 
planned, programed, developed and duly executed 
disaster management audits as being practiced in 
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other establishments and villages at the behest of the 
Directorate of Fire and Emergency in the state of Goa 
during the last couple of years. 

Taking cue from the above, a need was also felt by the 
Dept. of Education to replicate the same through a 
notification to all the schools of Goa. Accordingly, 
the Fire and Emergency service Directorate initiated 
a complementary action strategy by way of charting 
out an exhaustive check list plan for schools as well. 
It is also heartening to note that a number of them 
organized systemic audits based on those guidelines 
in the state of Goa. It is earnestly being felt that our 
journal readers shall get benefited by reviewing this 
valuable content and they may inspire many other 
schools in the country to emulate the example by 
conducting same exercise at a larger perspective.

The upcoming attribute list consisting of 5 main 
sections, a number of corresponding sub sections 
and also 10 annexures have been abstracted from the 
above plan for ready reckoning of readers.

Section Sr. No. wise coverage  to be filled in as 
applicable to the school under reference:

 ¾ 1(a) Brief profile of school covering aspects 
like Name, Location, Postal address and other 
communication details, Types of board affiliation, 
No. of Classes/ Divisions – Category wise- Primary/ 
Secondary/ Higher secondary - Maximum average 
strength of Students / Teachers/ Supporting staff 
(gender specific) – Single or Multiple shifts with 
duration of each, Media of instruction etc., 

 ¾ 1(b) Aim and objective of the plan;

To collate all the information needed for effective 
management of disasters in Schools with reg. to
• Establishing of an emergency response system in 
school
• Preparing the school community for any emergency 
response
• Defining of roles and responsibilities for effective 
response
• Enhancing awareness and build the capacity of 
school community
• Implementing mitigation activities in school
• Ensuring  partnership among various stakeholders

Section 2. Hazard, Risk and Vulnerability 
Assessment: Definition part
Hazards are events or physical conditions that have 
the potential to cause fatalities, injuries, property 
damage, infrastructure damage, agricultural loss, and 
damage to environment, interruption of business or 
any other type of harm or loss.

Risk is the relative degree of probability that a 

hazardous event will occur. Risk can also be attributed 
to defined as probability of meeting with a danger or 
suffering harm or loss.

Vulnerability is a condition wherein human 
settlements, buildings, agriculture or human health 
are exposed to a disaster by virtue of their construction 
or proximity to hazardous terrain.

The aim of Hazard, Risk and Vulnerability assessment 
is also to make  alternate choices that would help 
prevent  unwanted outcomes of any hazard and 
to address vulnerabilities, mitigate hazards and to 
prepare for response.

In addition, It would also help anticipate the problems 
and possible solutions to minimize the damage and to 
save lives.

2(a)Non-Structural Assessment;
Over 90% of post earthquake damage is of non-
structural in nature. The greatest number of injuries 
during an earthquake is caused by falling of objects.

Non-structural elements are those elements of a 
building that will not cause a building to collapse if 
they fail. These elements rely on structural elements 
for support, and include exterior elements such as 
parapets, windows, doors, interior elements such as 
suspended ceilings, lights, building utilities such as 
ACs, gas & water connection piping and building 
contents such as table, chairs, file cabinets, computer, 
wall hangings etc.

The assessment of these elements is required to 
identify and minimize the risk and known as Non-
structural assessment.

The ensuing attributes related to (2a) above need to 
be duly addressed for prevailing  status with regard to 
applicability as well as availability including listing of 
proactive steps to bring in improvement where ever 
applicable with responsibility matrix for time bound 
action.

Special Note: Readers may find most of the list could 
be indicative. The schools under reference may add 
more details as deemed appropriate at their end 
while conducting the hazard, risk & vulnerability 
assessment.

Check points encompass File cabinets, Shelving, Shelf 
contents, Computers, Storage cabinets, Wall hangings, 
Fire extinguishers, Refrigerators, Ceiling suspended 
components, Lighting fixtures, Focusing lamps, Black 
boards, Projection screens, AC machines, Hoods, 
Electrical wiring, Large panes (especially glass) of 
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windows/doors, Glazed partitions etc., 

2(b): Structural Assessment
It is all about the functionality of the structural 
members of the building in relation to their designing, 
material of construction, integrity and how the 
building is composed of. It includes foundation 
segment, columns, beams, flooring, roofing and 
connections between the structural members. The 
failure with reg. to any one or combination of these 
aspects may lead to collapse of the structure -partially 
or even completely. The main a elements  in this regard 
consist of seismic prone land feature, floating and/
or short columns, expansion joints, large openings, 
dimensions of beams/ columns, shortness of column 
stub, staircase, roof, bulging of concrete from wall, 
height of storeys, passage dimensions, cracked 
surfaces, opened out as well as corroded steel bars etc., 

2(c) Hazard Impacts on the building from 
neighboring locations
They would arise out of the existence of those 
installations in the vicinity such as Petrol pumps, 
other Chemical storage facilities, Solid warehouses, 
Process plants including Agrochemical units, Oil/
Gas Pipelines (underground or elevated), Drainages/ 
sewerages, High tension electrical lines, Old and 
damaged buildings etc.,

2(d): Database on past accidents and disastrous 
occurrences (Natural as well as manmade)
These could be in relation to incidents like Earthquakes, 
Floods, Cyclones, Tsunami, Epidemic/Pandemic, 
Radiological cum Nuclear material releases, Industrial 
accidents, Bomb blasts, Riots /Civil strife, Stampedes, 
Suicide cases, Food Poisoning, Animal attack, Reptile 
cum insect bites, Road accidents etc.,

2(e) Identification of hazardous  situations which 
can occur within school premises
They would constitute all types of scientific testing 
laboratories – Physics/Chemistry/Biology, Loosely 
fitted/ hanging/ opened out electrical wiring, Ceiling 
suspended items which can fall down, False ceilings, 
Narrow ingress/egress routes including corridors, 
Poor lighting, Kitchen facilities, Elevators etc.,

Section 3. Preparedness
Preparedness means being in a position as well as 
capability to identify and perform those activities 
that are aimed at reducing the risk of various hazards, 
bettering response time and work efficiency. Disaster 
preparedness is all about capacity building in advance 
in order to reduce cum mitigate impacts. It is necessary 
for school community to prepare for any disaster 
situation. Children being the future of tomorrow 
should be ensured a safe learning environment 

and prepared well to respond to any emergency 
situation.  To put this into practice it is suggested 
that every school must Constitute a School Disaster 
Management Committee (SDMC)along with sub-
committees/teams to ensure better preparedness and 
response in disaster.

3(a) Constitution of main committee 
School must create a SDMC  for conducting various 
preparedness and mitigation activities pertaining 
to the response plan. It is vital that SDMC must be 
functional all through as per the predetermined spell 
(yearly is desirable). The committee must conduct 
various activities to ensure that the school students, 
teachers and other staff are well aware and trained in 
responding to any emergency situation. The SDMC 
will also bring various stakeholders under one roof so 
that the continuous effort of every stakeholder will 
create a resilient school and safer environment for 
education.
The membership group may constitute the following 
hierarchical pattern for yielding best results with 
Principal as Chair person to be assisted by Vice 
principal (Management commander),  desirably 
the Physical Education teacher (Safety officer cum 
member secretary) along with DEO/DPEO/
TDO or his representative , Representatives from 
Panchayat/ Nearest Fire & Police Stations as well 
as Primary Health care center,  President of Parent/
Teacher association (all permanent special invitees 
from outside) and other members from school side 
like Science Teacher, Public relation officer or contact 
official for communication (as applicable), Heads 
of First aid/ Search cum rescue /Evacuation/ Site 
security/ Transport/ Fire safety Teams.

3(b) Establishment of following subcommittee is 
also desirable to complement the efforts of main 
committee
i) Awareness generation and communication team
ii) First aid team
iii) Search and rescue team
iv) Evacuation team
v) Site security team
vi) Transport management team
vii) Fire safety team

3(c): A Resource inventory needs to be built of 
following essential items 
First aid box, Fire extinguishers, Torch lights, Thich 
ropes, Sand buckets, Computer Laboratories of 
Physics/Chemistry/Biology/ Computer, Facilities 
for drinking water, wash rooms, toilets, Playgrounds, 
Library, Class / Teacher/ staff rooms, Principal’s 
cabin, Hostel Canteen etc.,
The above aspect also need to have the availability 
of an updated list in school records pertaining to 
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Hospitals, Blood bank, Pharmacies, Fire station, 
Police stations, NGO’s, Ration shops , Restaurants, 
Places of worship related different faiths, Townhalls , 
other congregation centers in case of emergencies.

3(d) Legendary map of school 
The School map is the essential part of the plan. 
It requires elemental situational analysis of whole 
School and its nearby premises. There should be 
3 types of maps which need to be prepared under 
School Disaster Management Plan and they can be 
annexed as per the following guidelines;

The School Physical Map must include the following 
features:
• Number and locations of classrooms in the school
• Location of Staff rooms
• Principal’s and Vice principal’s cabins
• Toilets and other facilities
• Various labs such as Physics, Chemistry, Biology and 
Computer
• Playgrounds and open spaces.

The Resource Map can depict the following:
• Material resources such as Fire extinguisher, rope, 
first Aid box etc available within the School Premises.
• Nearest available resources such as Fire station, 
Hospital/PHC, Police Station, Civil defense office, 
EOC etc
• Nearest Bus stand, Railways station, Taxi/Auto 
Rikshaw  stand etc.,
• Geographical characteristics such as lake, rivers, 
higher/lower grounds, beach etc located near to 
school premises.

viii) Evacuation Map 
The Evacuation Map must include the following 
features:
• The evacuation map must show all the stairs, door 
and windows.
• The exits shall be clearly demarcated in the map.
• It must show the various exit routes from the 
Classroom, Staffroom, etc.,  by arrow marking.
• The map must be kept at various locations in school 
and it must be highlighted with “YOU ARE  HERE” 
caption in red so that the user will have an idea of the 
nearest exits and the evacuation route especially while 
being present in the school premises at the time of any 
untoward occurrence.
• Also mark the alternative routes if possible.

e): Annual calendar for the execution  of various 
preparedness initiatives  in school;
An annual calendar must be prepared by school 
administration (SDMC) in consultation with other 
stakeholders for conducting various preparedness 
activities. This  would help in capacity building of students 

and will create awareness through various resources.
• It can be pursue a month wise schedule chart for 
adequate compliance in terms of organizing different 
awareness cum promotional activities like Poster 
painting/debate/Quizzing contests, Screening of 
video films, open Rallies, Site visits, Guest lectures, 
Practical demonstrations etc.,

f )Mock drill planning chart
Mock Drills are an important part of preparedness 
activity and a significant component under capacity 
building. Therefore, they need to be regularly 
conducted in schools. There are specific guidelines on 
on this which are prepared and posted at their website 
by Directorate of Fire and Emergency Services on 
how to carry out this function in villages and other 
densely occupied locations. Many of them can be 
replicated in schools as well. The simulations are 
based on Earthquakes, Cyclones, Tsunamis, Floods, 
Domino effects of Industrial accidents, Fires etc.,

g) Capacity Building and Training;
Capacity Building and Training of Teachers, Students, 
and other Staff is an equally important aspect. For 
responding to any emergency situation school 
community must be trained in basic disaster management 
skills. The SDMC must have the basic understanding 
of disaster management. The sub committees under 
SDMC must also be trained in their respective fields for 
effective management of disaster situations.
School administration is expected to arrange training 
programs for students, teachers, and other staff in 
consultation with local fire brigade, health centre, police 
station and civil defense.
Like ( e) & (f ) above this can also made in a calendar 
format. The coverage could be Basics of disaster 
management philosophy,  Administration of First aid, 
including CPR, Search work of victims followed by 
Rescue/ Evacuation, , Awareness creation for teachers, 
Fire drills etc.,

Section 4. Response;
Response includes the activation of SDMC Sub-
committees and other stakeholders such as Fire 
services, Police stations as well as other emergency 
services

a. Hazard specific response plan:
Schools can create their own  Incident response 
system for better coordination among various 
committees. In case of any disaster, the incident 
response system could be useful for organizing and 
mobilizing existing manpower and resources. This is 
the framework which could help in coordinating and 
linking management. This standard framework can 
be used in any disaster situation for monitoring and 
executing responsibilities.
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………..to be continued as Part II in next edition
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Introduction
Odisha situated in the eastern seaboard of India is 
one among the states being affected intermittently by 
natural calamities. The 480 Kms long coastal zone, 
including 11 major rivers flowing around and facing 
unique geo climatic conditions make almost the 
entire state vulnerable to major disasters - particularly 
cyclones, floods, heatwaves and droughts. The 
cyclone vulnerability can be attributed to the specific 
oceanographic factors associated to a number of Bay of 
Bengal regions including state specific topographical 
landscape. Besides, the heavier silting along the rivers 
is influential to flash floods as well.

The east coast of India is considered as one of the 
six major areas in the world which used to get badly 
affected by cyclonic effects. Though so far, the West 
and East oceanic region of Indian (covering Bay of 
Bengal and Arabian sea) had been witnessing only 
7% of the world level cyclone frequency rates (i.e., 5 
to 6 tropical cyclones per year), unfortunately their 
consequential impacts have been comparatively higher 
and devastating. This article is specifically in relation 
to eastern that too Odisha region. Accordingly, when 
the disasters strike the coast bordering the North Bay 
of Bengal, on an average, five to six tropical cyclones 
also used to occur in Odisha every year. Two or three 
happen between the ranges of mild and severe. Out of 
the 30 districts of the State, 14 are categorized as high 
damage level risk zones.

Generally, two cyclone seasons are there in this 
location. One during pre-monsoon i.e., April, May and 
June and another post-monsoon periods -October, 
November and December.

Cyclone is a huge strong wind flow occurrence in 
the atmosphere, which blows around the ‘centric’ 
intensive low - pressure zones. The term ‘Cyclone’ is 
a local and familiar one used in the context of Indian 
and South Pacific Oceanic regions. However, along 
the North Pacific Ocean, it is called Typhoon and 
somewhere else ‘Hurricane’. When cyclone erupts 
around tropical regions, it is also known as ‘tropical 
storm’, ‘tropical revolving storm’ or ‘tropical cyclone’.

First, the warm moist air above the ocean layer rises 
upward and towards the nearby land surface. It 

moves further up and away from the oceanic surface 
leaving less number of air pockets. Due to this, air 
from surrounding areas with higher pressure intensity 
gushes down into the low-pressure areas. Therein the 
cool air becomes warmer and moist portion with 
higher water content rises and this cycle continues. 
This system rotates faster and faster forming an ‘eye’ 
(a term to denote the center spot of storm) causing a 
venturi (whirlpool) effect. In normal circumstances, it 
is very calm and looks clear with very low air pressure. 
Consequently, higher pressure air flows down into the 
‘eye’. Yet another source of energy for cyclonic eruption 
comes from the warmth around the nearby tropical 
regions as well. The development of tropical cyclones 
is also related to favorable broad scale wind regions. 
It can persist for several days with many erratic paths. 
This has less source of energy when it moves over land 
and colder oceans make them dissipate. Sometimes 
fortunately it gets weakened when cyclone moves into 
an unfavorable wind region.

Impact of cyclones
The main impacts of cyclones are blowing of strong 
wind, followed by large storm surges in ocean. This 
fierce energy can cause heavy rains, floods, uprooting 
of trees, collapse of buildings/electric poles/ telephone 
info towers, landfalls, etc., The destruction scale of a 
cyclone depends mainly on its intensity, size, location.

Odisha had encountered 10 large scale cum devastating 
and major cyclones during last two decades and the 
frequency rate of such natural disasters have also been 
rising constantly in numbers. Following are the major 
ones which have crossed over the state inflicting severe 
damages.

 ¾ Super Cyclone- October, 29, 1999
 ¾ Phailin- October, 12, 2013
 ¾  Hudhud- October, 12,2014
 ¾ Titli- October, 11,2018
 ¾ Fani- May, 3, 2019
 ¾ Amphan- May, 20, 2020
 ¾ Yass- May, 26, 2021
 ¾ Gulab- September, 2021
 ¾ Jawad- October, 2021

Next to the super cyclone of1999, the state had 
experienced one of the worst disasters in the aftermath 
of Phailin. It also made landfalls and cave-ins near 
Gopalpur of Ganjam district on 12th Oct, 2013 

ODIShA FIRE & 
EmERGEncy SERvIcES

AlwAyS On ThEIR TOES TO SERvE ThE SOcIETy AnD SAvE lIvES 
- Mr. Sukanta Sethi
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which continued till 13th October. The recorded 
wind velocity touched the scale 202 to 220 KMPH. 
Out of the 14 districts, those most seriously affected 
were Ganjam, Khurdha and Puri.

Due to heavy winds followed by torrential rains the 
normal life in majority of the districts got paralyzed. 
Pitched darkness was also created in few locations 
because of total power failure due to the fall of 
electric poles and snapping of cable lines. In fact, the 
landscape looked so barren that some very old trees 
and other plantations got destroyed. Most of the 
road traffic systems got blocked due to falling of tree 
trunks/ branches, electric poles and info towers. Vital 
communication channels of telephonic and electronic 
network came to a standstill.

The initial task was to cut and remove all fallen objects 
to clear up the roads for traffic movements. 
This was a major priority considering the need 
for reestablishing accesses to affected areas and 
providing water/ food and other relief materials 
to the society around. These were in addition to 
rescuing and evacuating those people who got stuck 
in water submerged areas. Odisha Fire Service took 
up the onus along with other response forces and 
got engaged in the above mission. They did install 
more than 775 Inflatable tower lights, power boats 
in the flood affected areas to evacuate marooned 
people and transport them to the temporary shelter 
locations. Besides, the service was also extended to 
the preparation of cooked and dry food articles at 
different shelters. We could install high pressure 
pumps to remove logged water, assist the district 
administration and health teams to reach the affected 
people with food and medical aid. 

The state Fire Service personnel have always been 
highly efficient, dedicated and best suited to take on 
disaster management steps covering a range and facets 
as the 1st Responder force. They have undergone 
required orientation in relation to the handling of 
major emergencies with the application of most 
modern facilities, equipment and gadgets. The 
department can demonstrate higher level of response 
initiatives.  The advantage with Fire Service in Odisha 
lies in the fact that their services get easily blended 
with ongoing community arrangements as compared 
to other allied agencies. Main supportive factor in this 
could also be the availability of one Fire Station in 
each and every block of Odisha equipped with multi 
hazards response units.

As a disciplined agency of the State Govt. determined 
with the motto of “WE SERVE TO SAVE”. After the 
super cyclone in 1999 Odisha Fire Service have been 
keeping themselves fully equipped with a number of 

emergency procedure system and facilities such as: 
 ¾ Optimization of rescue management efforts
 ¾ Development of Community relationship and 

participation
 ¾ Best usage of all required gears viz: tools and 

tackles. The equipment available with the department 
can get adopted to any situation by making best use 
of them.

 ¾ Adequately conversant with difficult terrains of the 
assigned jurisdiction.   

 ¾ Being able to adopt to the use of  new appliances 
and modernized technology, 

 ¾ Capable of preparing strategic plan and mapping 
vulnerability of different locations for effective 
mitigation of any calamity before responding. 

Case Study Segment in sequential order
1. 07.10.2018 IMD reported about formation of a 
low-pressure area over south east of Bay of Bengal and 
adjoining north Andaman sea.
2. 08.10.2018 IMD informed about well identified 
low pressure area over the south east and adjoining east 
central Bay of Bengal concentrated into depression.
3. 09.10.2018. The event cited against (2) above, 
got converted into deep depression and thereafter 
a cyclonic storm. Then the intensity of cyclone got 
changed into severe cyclonic storm and named as Titli 
with a prediction of wind speed 140-150 KMPH 
gusting to 165 KMPH. 
4. The cyclone Titli caused a landfall at 4.30 AM 
on 11th October 2018 near Palasa of Sikakulum 
district of Andhra Pradesh. Unexpectedly the 
cyclonic storm entered deep inside Gajapati district 
maintaining a wind speed about 130-150 KMPH 
for 6 hours, but gradually weakened and the cyclone 
recurved its path between Rayagada and Kandhamal 
districts. Subsequently it passed through Nayagarh, 
Cuttack, Dhenkanal and Jajpur districts. All of 
them experienced high wind velocity and very heavy 
rainfalls during the period 11th and 13th October.
To achieve the target of zero causality, adequate 
preparatory work for evacuation of people who were 
living in temporary dwellings were taken up. 
The response teams were deployed in advance 
in different vulnerable district zones on 11th 
October 2018 after getting the warning from India 
Meteorological Department (IMD). Fire Service 
teams also mobilized resources from other districts. 
Simultaneously under the guidance of supervisory 
staff and senior officials power boats, power saws, 
inflatable tower lights and other rescue gears were 
plunged into service. All the groups were also provided 
with light motor vehicles for own mobility. Just after 
the landfall and passing of the cyclonic storm all the 
duty personnel started the cutting/ removal operation 
of trees as well as removal of fallen electrical poles as 
well as info towers along the major roads to clear the 
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traffic movement. Simultaneously, Power pumps were 
put into operation to eject out water from many of the 
logged areas around the major towns/other locations. 
Prior to sunset inflatable tower lights could also be 
commissioned near the temporary shelter locations 
etc., Tree cutting/ removal work continued over 
night to speed up the restoration of vehicular traffic 
despite the service personnel facing the wrath of heavy 
rainfalls.

It was a massive destruction and the efforts pertaining 
to post recovery phase were also equally challenging. 
To ensure fast rate of normalcy restoration, additional 
manpower along with equipment were mobilized 
from unaffected districts. One temporary workshop 
was created at the district Hdqrs for servicing the 
power saws along with replacement as applicable 
including sharpening of their chains, repairing of 
OBM, Lights etc., The work progressed on round 
the clock basis without interruption by charging of 
crew members in phased manner aiming at required 
comfort and rest for all of hem.
 
Yet another major incident occurred during the 
Cyclone Titli which was beyond our imagination 
and never forgettable. On 12th when the response 
teams were busy with the tree cutting operation, 
an information was received from District 
Administration about a serious landslide at village 
Baraghara under Gangabada Gram Panchayat of 
Gajapati district. Accordingly, it was our first priority 
to proceed to the spot for rescue operation by halting 
all other works.

Early next morning the team under my leadership 
commenced the journey to reach the spot with all 
rescue gears. But the area was far away from the district 
Headquarters with a 60 Kms distance from the local 
police station of Garabandha. The connecting road 
passed through a thick forest area blocked with fallen 
trees. Therefore, the team started cutting of trees one 
by one and moved further with steadiness. Still, the 
team could not reach the spot even till the late night. 
Accordingly, the rescue team took a decision to take 
rest in the vehicle after taking little bit of dry food 
like poha (flattened rice) and resumed the journey 
next early morning. But to our astonishment, it was 
observed that 12 Kms away from the affected spot, the 
road got washed away and big stones and wooden logs 

from hill top blocked the whole area. Again, the team 
ventured out to clear the logs using saw cutter and 
removed the big stones and started walking. Despite 
being fully tried and not in a position to proceed 
further on the top hilly terrain, I tried to motivate the 
pretty young boys and the team reached the spot in a 
very odd hour. With neither water or food, the team 
carried the heavy rescue gears like power saw, tower 
light and other tools on their shoulders.  But the team 
were not in position to work at the spot and trace out 
the causalities due to pitched darkness. On reaching 
there, it could also be inferred that the tribal village 
is situated on the hill top of Mahendragiri. One has 
to walk 7 Kms along upward slop to reach the spot 
from Gram Panchayat area. There was a dense forest 
coverage. On receiving a warning message from IMD 
the local administration had gone to the village and 
requested the villagers to move out to safer places in 
view of impending cyclonic threat. In the process, 61 
families of the village moved to safer locations, but 
13 of them opted to stay back ignoring the repeated 
appeals from administration. On 11th October night 
a huge land slide occurred. All members of the 13 
families ran away out of fear. But unfortunately,18 
people from that group got buried alive under the 
earth fall debris. On 13th night and 14th morning 
our rescue team of 21 personnel started to search, try 
and dig out the bodies from beneath the earth and 
mud. After long and tough attempts, the bodies could 
be traced out and hand over to the administration.

This mission was highly appreciated by the public 
and media. The fire force had demonstrated a very 
courageous and exemplary work culture even with 
their empty stomachs. It is just the determination, 
training and good leadership which pave the way for 
success.

In the aftermath of cyclone Titli, Odisha Fire Service 
could do their best and win over the hearts of people 
from both within and outside the state. Odisha Fire 
Service as part of the state of emergency preparedness 
and response fraternity could prove their mettle on 
all fronts and we had always been standing as  ‘savior 
group’  holding our heads high!

Some focused images of the response operations 
which also depict the brave and determined efforts of 
the foot soldiers from Odisha Fire Brigade
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predicting the vagaries of 
weather - imd and its role in 

disaster management
- Mr. Rahul Mohan

We are living in a period when the vagaries of weather 
are affecting our day to day lives more significantly 
than ever. Meteorological centre Goa is ready 24x7 to 
meet with the challenges of these changing weather 
scenarios.
 
The Met office in Goa was Established in the year 1860. 
The Meteorological services started in Goa Immediately 
after it was started in Portugal. Later the met office in 
Goa was known to be Goa observatory from 1963 
as a Part of India Meteorological Department. It was 
declared to be a Meteorological centre from the year 
2007. Then onwards the office started issuing weather 
forecast warnings and met related services for the state 
of Goa. Over the years, the office has come so far ahead 
from its humble beginning as an observatory. As of today 
it is equipped with state of the art Doppler weather 
radar, Automatic weather stations and many such 
advanced meteorological instruments. The guidance 
on forecast is prepared using supercomputers located at 
IMD’s Pune and Delhi offices. The numerical weather 
prediction models, Remote Sensing equipment, surface 
and upper air Data Collection platforms and other 
techniques used by IMD are among the best available 

in the world today and the results are visible in the 
accuracy and the lead time IMD is able to achieve 
consistently in its forecasts.
As far as India Meteorological Department Goa 
is concerned, it has been playing a vital role in the 
disaster management activities in Goa state. Let it 
be the cyclones over the oceans, heavy rains during 
the monsoons or the frightening thunderstorms that 
light up the Dark Skies, IMD has been successful in 
the recent years in predicting well in advance of the 
occurrence of these severe weather systems.
 
In the recent flood event of July 2021 when it was 
termed as the worst flood in 60 years, IMD had well 
forecasted the possible outcomes including a flood 
like situation at least a week in advance. For the 
cyclone Tauktae, which had a devastating effect over 
Goa in May 2021, IMD had given the indications 
of a possible cyclone over Arabian Sea 3 to 4 days 
in advance. All this helped disaster management 
activities and in saving lives and properties. In a direct 
example of that, on 16th May 2021 the coast guard 
saved around 80 fishermen from the sea from the 
wrath of cyclone Tauktae With the help of continuous 
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information shared by Meteorological centre Goa.
 
There has been a lot of planning and effort invested
towards improving the quality of services rendered by 
IMD.
 
A better network of Data Collection: 
The backbone of any weather forecasting agency is its 
observation and data collection and network. IMD 
has 2 manual observatories in Goa at Mormugao 
and Panaji. In addition to this it has 4 automatic 
weather stations and 5 automatic rain gauge stations 
in the state of Goa. many more such automatic 
weather observation systems are in the pipeline for 
Goa. A denser data collection network improves 
the data resolution over an area and ultimately helps 
in more accurate forecasts. The Doppler weather 
radar installed at Meteorological centre Panaji has 
enhanced by multifold times the “short range” 
forecasting capabilities of Meteorological Centre 
Goa. Over the past 4-5 years, Met Centre Goa has 
been nowcasting the genesis and track of rainfall or 
thunderstorm clouds around Goa with high degree of 
spatial and temporal resolution. It is by using the same 
Doppler weather radar IMD Goa nowcast the intense 
rain spells of monsoon 2021 over the eastern talukas 
of Goa.
 
A better reach out to the public:
As important it is to accurately forecast weather in 
advance, on the same scale it is important that the 
stakeholders are able to get these forecasts on time 
so that necessary actions can be taken. In this regard 
Meteorological Centre Goa is trying to use different 
social media platforms to its best effect. Meteorological 
Centre Goa is issuing weather forecasts, warnings and 
other weather related information on a regular basis 
over its Facebook-Twitter accounts and YouTube 
channel. This is helping to reach out to more and 
more people and many times helps to avoid the delay 
of reaching information to the public and helps to 
communicate the correct information to the masses.
 
Apart from social media, IMD is using bulk SMS 
platforms to disseminate the important weather 
warnings on time. Along with this, IMD is updating 
information regularly on its official website and 
communicating the same to different government 
agencies and media through email, WhatsApp groups 
and one to one communication. To ensure that Every 
common man has access to the information, IMD is 
issuing its bulletins in three languages- English, Hindi 
and Konkani
 
New challenges, new services:
A new initiative by IMD is to keep farmers updated 
about the changes in weather and help them to make 

decisions suitable for their crops. IMD along with 
district agromet unit North Goa is issuing bi-weekly 
agromet advisory bulletins for the benefit of farmers. 
These bulletins are prepared by experts in the field of 
agrometeorology based on the weather forecast issued 
by IMD.
 
We are living in a world where even the smallest change 
in weather patterns are going to have comparatively 
a larger impact because of multiple reasons such as 
increasing population, change in land use patterns etc. 
Hence, it’s the need of the hour , not only to know 
what the weather will be but also what the weather 
will do. This points to the importance of “impact 
based forecast” and IMD has risen to the occasion 
by issuing impact based forecasts for the districts of 
Goa with effect from 2021. Past years’ data of impacts 
caused by heavy rainfall was analysed and based on 
the same some threshold values where identified 
for impacts and its severity. IMD is publishing this 
impact base forecast on a daily basis on its website and 
sharing it to the disaster management agencies.
 
These are the times when weather anomalies are 
peaking to the levels which are never experienced. The 
arctic temperature showing anomalies of the order of 
50 degree celsius, Heat waves are becoming common 
in Europe and Canada. Floods are not anymore 
something that takes place in the so called third world 
countries. More and more severe cyclones are forming 
over the oceans. In these challenging times, the role of 
weather agencies throughout the world is becoming 
more and more important in disaster management 
and we can proudly say that India Meteorological 
Department is second to none in what it does.
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Images of impact of heavy rainfall over Goa during the second 
and third weeks of July 2021

Some newspaper reports during the heavy rainfall events of 10-
23rd July 2021

Some screenshots of twitter updates by M.C.Goa during the heavy 
rainfall events of July 2021

News reports on how the information shared by Meteorological 
centre, Goa helped coast guard on saving lives during cyclone 

Tauktae.
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Rahul Mohan is working as Scientist “C” at Meteorological Centre, Goa and managing the responsibilities of Head of the office 
w.e.f March 2020.He has graduated in Electrical and Electronics Engineering from Calicut University and one year training 
of WMO recommended course in advanced meteorology from MTI Pune and ICITC, New Delhi. Possesses experience in 
operational weather forecasting for the state of Goa, forecasting the genesis and track of meso-scale convective systems and 
monsoon weather systems. He has done research works related to radar data processing, data visualization, development of 
automatic doppler weather radar based thunderstorm warning systems etc.

References:
i) Special bulletin on Sub: Low pressure area over 
southeast Arabian Sea & adjoining Lakshadweep area 

& it’s likely intensification into a Cyclonic Storm by 
16th May 2021 issued by M.C.Goa on 13th May 2021
ii) Daily weather warnings, fishermen warnings 
and Impact based forecasts for Goa state issued by 
Meteorological Centre, Goa during 14th -17th May 
2021
iii) Press release on possibility of increase in rainfall 
activity over Goa from 10th July, 2021 issued by 
M.C.Goa on 8th July and subsequent press releases on 
13th,17th,18th& 22nd July 2021.
iv) Daily weather warnings, fishermen warnings 
and Impact based forecasts for Goa state issued by 
Meteorological Centre, Goa during 18th -22ndJuly 
2021
v) https://mausam.imd.gov.in/goa/
vi)http://aws.imd.gov.in:8091/state.php?id=GOA
vii)https://www.facebook.com/mc.goa
viii)https://twitter.com/home
i x ) h t t p s : / / w w w . y o u t u b e . c o m / c h a n n e l /
UCQ5haC6lzidGJAba8nvSy2

Picture of cyclone Tauktae taken using S band Doppler Weather 
Radar installed at Panaji, when the cyclone was at about 100km 

off the coast of Goa
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When a design engineer had an inclination to 
fly and started learning under an instructor, he 

was struck by the readiness of pilots to accept and 
follow all instructions verbatim and asked how’s 

that.  The flying instructor quickly responded thus 
“ It is very simple, Unlike Pilots, design engineers 

don’t go down with their planes”.

 -Based on a quotation from Ian Ayres (24)



In emergency situations, responders have a myriad 
of tools to address critical life safety needs, but 
perhaps the most important of these needs is effective 
communication. Responders, including firefighters, 
police officers and emergency medical technicians 
(EMTs), must communicate effectively with 
building occupants as well as fellow responders. In 
an increasingly complex built environment, effective 
and reliable communication can be difficult. For 
example, many factors such as building materials or 
electromagnetic noise from other devices can interfere 
with the performance of emergency responder radios. 

To address the need for reliable communication 
systems, UL Standards & Engagement created UL 
2524, the Standard for In-Building 2-Way Emergency 
Radio Communication Enhancement Systems, and 
UL 2525, the Standard for Two-Way Emergency 
Communications Systems for Rescue Assistance.
 
Addressing Emergency Radio Communication for 
Emergency Responders
UL 2524 is the Standard for in-building, two-way 
emergency radio communication enhancement 
systems. Its aim is to address dedicated systems for 
critical, in-building radio communication among 
emergency responders. Emergency responders rely on 
these important life-safety tools during emergencies 
to communicate with each other inside and outside 
of buildings. Because of the complexity of building 
construction, setup and a multitude of other factors, 
radio communication systems can be disrupted, 

and effective communication can be compromised 
between emergency responders. That is where UL 
2524 comes in.

UL 2524 covers many performance and functionality 
requirements for the products that, in combination, 
form a complete system. These products include 
repeaters, transmitters, receivers, signal booster 
components, remote annunciators, power supplies 
and operational consoles. Requirements within UL 
2524 address the risk of fire and risk of shock of 
these different products. Additionally, the products 
must meet specific performance requirements to help 
ensure reliability.

One such example is monitoring for integrity. The 
Standard requires that an audible and visual trouble 
annunciation is sent to the dedicated annunciator 
when loss of normal AC power, battery charger 
failure, loss of battery capacity (to 70% depletion), 
donor antenna disconnection, active RF-emitting 
device malfunction or a few other conditions are met. 
Under these requirements, the audible and visual 
annunciation must occur within 200 seconds of the 
fault or within 24 hours of the fault. This type of 
monitoring helps ensure that the system is reliable and 
always ready to perform. Additional tests for reliability 
include the Variable Voltage Operation Test, Variable 
Ambient Temperature Test and Humidity Tests, 
Component Temperatures Test, Charging Current 
Test and Transient Tests.

uSIng StAndArdS to help MAke 
eMergency coMMunIcAtIonS 
More relIAble And AcceSSIble

- Mr. Griff Edwards
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Additionally, construction requirements state that 
many of the system components must be installed 
in enclosures that are rated for protection against 
demanding weather conditions such as rain, sleet and 
dirt.

Addressing Emergency Communication for 
Building Occupants

UL 2525, the Standard for two-way emergency 
communications systems for rescue assistance, 
provides requirements for products that make up 
critical, two-way emergency communications systems. 
These products include remote communications 
stations, which can connect a building occupant 
in need of rescue with an emergency responder via 
a master control unit. These types of systems can 
be found in exit stairs, stairways, elevator lobbies, 
elevator landings, and other areas of refuge, and can 
provide building occupants with a means to request 
assistance in the event of an emergency.

Much like UL 2524, UL 2525 requires systems 
to be reliable, but also features requirements for 
accessibility. For example, the initiation means of a 
remote communications station must meet several 
requirements to help ensure building occupants 
can successfully contact emergency responders. The 
initiation means must be readily distinguishable from 
the surrounding background and a minimum of one 
inch in the smallest dimension for easy identification. 
It must be a mechanically actuated and mechanically 
self-restoring, push-activated control not requiring 
more than five pounds of force. It must also allow 
operation without hand or finger dexterity, fine 
motor movement or simultaneous actions. It cannot 
require tight pinching, twisting or grasping. These 

requirements help to guarantee that any building 
occupant can access and use the initiation device to 
call for rescue assistance.

Conclusion
UL 2524 and UL 2525 address critical 
communication needs for emergency responders. 
Not only must these systems perform well, but they 
must also be reliable and safe for the people who 
operate, maintain and install them. Ultimately, both 
standards provide requirements for systems needed 
to help save property and lives. By helping to provide 
sufficient radio coverage, UL 2524 helps ensure that 
first responders can effectively communicate during 
an emergency situation. Likewise, by helping to make 
rescue assistance more accessible, UL 2525 helps 
ensure that disabilities or other physical limitations 
do not prevent building occupants from reaching 
emergency responders during critical situations. Both 
Standards help provide emergency responders and 
building occupants with better tools for life safety.

How You Can Participate in the Development of 
Safety Standards 
UL Standards & Engagement is dedicated to 
promoting global safety through the development 
of consensus standards that guide the performance 
and sustainability of new and evolving technologies 
and services. Our standards development process 
is open and transparent. Anyone can participate by 
submitting a proposal, or by applying for membership 
on one of our Standards Technical Panels (STPs). The 
consensus-based process relies on the input of diverse, 
knowledgeable experts who ensure standards are 
comprehensive, sustainable and focused on driving 
safety in line with our mission of working for a safer 
world.

If you would like to share your expertise and help 
to develop standards in your industry, please submit 
an application for membership through our Myinfo 
Portal at s.UL.org/MyInfo, or submit a proposal 
through our Collaborative Standards Development 
System (CSDS) at CSDS.ul.com. To access UL 
and ULC Standards documents, or to sign up 
for alerts, visit ShopULStandards.com. Within 
ShopULStandards.com, UL standards documents 
can be purchased or accessed through our free Digital 
View feature with site registration.

Griff Edwards is a Standards Specialist for UL Standards & Engagement, a nonprofit organization dedicated to working for a safer, more secure 
and more sustainable world through the development of voluntary standards. Griff works directly with stakeholders in Building and Life Safety 
Technology fields to coordinate and facilitate standards development. Some of the subject areas Griff is involved in include firefighting foams, 
emergency communication systems, firestops and dampers.
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Connecting fire system components to create safe, 
modern and data-powered facilities with fire and 
life safety technicians deemed essential workers early 
in the pandemic, building owners were able to keep 
up with their systems’ inspections and maintenance 
while maintaining minimally occupied facilities. But 
as the country continues its vaccine distribution, 
allowing the public to return to schools, offices, 
shopping centres and more, the resulting influx 
of fully vaccinated occupants heightens the need 
to strengthen and optimize fire safety strategies. 
Simply put, more occupants mean fire detection and 
evacuation processes must be more efficient than ever. 

To protect occupants and remain prepared for any fire 
emergency, building owners need to take a proactive 
approach to deliver safe and secure environments. The 
best way to achieve this is through smart, efficient and 
modernized infrastructure.   

Fire system integration drives life-saving outcomes 
The modern safe and healthy building holistically 
connects every data touchpoint for greater oversight 
and safety, transforming fire safety strategies from 
reactive to proactive. By integrating previously 
disparate systems and technologies – such as smoke 
detection devices, advanced sensors, fire control 
units and mass notification systems (MNS) – onto 
a single network, managers gain access to powerful 
automation and data insights that allow them to 
optimize their buildings’ operations for maximum 
safety. In doing so, they are empowered to drive 
outcomes like:

1. A streamlined emergency response 
The nature of fire emergencies has steadily evolved 
throughout the past few decades, with modern 
structures built and furnished with synthetic 
materials burning eight times faster than similar 

the role oF SMArt IntegrAtIon 
In AdvAnced FIre SAFety 

- Mr. Rodger Reiswig 
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buildings would 50 years ago. This unfortunately 
means occupants have less time to safely evacuate and 
responses need to be adjusted accordingly and use 
modern, advanced approaches.

Integration can make the most of evacuation time 
by allowing fire and other building systems to 
communicate during an emergency, enabling the 
automation of traditionally manual processes. For 
instance, consider a fire emergency within a school. 
The moment a smoke detector with advanced, 
multi-sensors get triggered, MNS can be activated to 
share evacuation instructions through the building’s 
PA system or through text alerts. HVAC systems can 
be powered off to prevent fanning the flames. Live 
video surveillance can even be sent directly to first 
responders to help them plan a safe approach. By 
connecting building systems, they are able to work 
together to streamline emergency response, giving 
occupants the best chance to evacuate safely. 

2. Enhanced 24/7 remote monitoring 
The pandemic and subsequent social distancing 
guidelines have highlighted the importance of off-site 
monitoring; while fire safety technicians were able to 
perform in-person assessments and maintenance as 
essential workers, every on-site visit posed a potential 
health risk.

By integrating fire systems onto a single network 
supported by cloud technology, facility managers can 
proactively check the health and performance of their 
buildings and fire systems remotely via their laptop, 
tablet or even smartphone. This access to real-time 
data even when off-site allows organizations to keep 
their facilities minimally occupied as society gradually 
makes its way back into buildings while still enjoying 
the peace of mind that they are being monitored 
around the clock.

3. False alarm reduction for time and cost efficiency 
False alarms or better defined ‘nuisance’ alarms are a 
costly and time-consuming nuisance for businesses 
and local first responders alike. While the first few 
nuisance alarms may only incur minimal fees, repeated 
offenses can result in thousands of dollars in fines 

to businesses and can even result in police and fire 
departments requiring some type of alarm verification 
before responding. Recurring nuisance alarms can also 
cause alarm apathy amongst occupants, eventually 
dulling their reaction to any alarm which can be 
dangerous in the case of a true emergency. Integrating 
fire systems gives facility managers the insight needed 
to identify the source of nuisance alarms quickly and 
efficiently, allowing them to remedy the situation once 
and for all. With nuisance alarms mitigated, facility 
managers can use the time saved to remain focused on 
their primary business missions and first responders 
are free to focus on actual emergencies. Should an 
alarm sound, they’ll know it’s legitimate and can enact 
a thorough and robust response.

Integration leads the way in smart, safe, and 
connected environments 
Creating a smart and modernized fire safety 
infrastructure does not have to be difficult. 
Organizations can work with a trusted partner to 
perform a full assessment to identify any gaps in 
their systems. From there, they can upgrade aged 
fire system components like fire alarm control units, 
sprinklers and smoke detection devices to the latest 
data-powered solutions and sensors. With updates 
complete, they are ready to seamlessly integrate them 
with other building systems in a single easy-to-use 
platform to enable streamlined operations and real-
time data insights. The right partner can even manage 
maintenance and monitoring processes to ensure all 
assets remain high-performing and prepared for an 
emergency.

As the public continues to return to the spaces 
where they work, learn and play, now is the time for 
organizations to invest in safe occupant experiences. 
Through modern, smart and connected fire safety 
infrastructure, any facility can be made more secure 
for occupants. Integration enhances operational 
processes, delivers crucial performance insights and 
facilitates life-saving emergency preparedness, making 
it a critical component of any proactive safety strategy. 
The future of fire safety lies in intelligent integration, 
and no organization can afford to be left behind.

Rodger Reiswig is the Vice President of Industry Relations, Johnson Controls,  the global leader for smart, healthy and 
sustainable buildings. He possesses over 35 years of experience in the fire protection industry, and currently serves on NFPA’s 
Standards Council.
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The Modern Design for buildings such as seating areas 
in auditoriums & theatres, public concourses, atria in 
high rise buildings, sports arenas etc. has led to high 
ceiling clearance spaces. A standard installation of fire 
sprinklers in such spaces can cause issues and may be 
ineffective.

With the normal design of automatic fire sprinkler 
system and conventional ceiling heights, the sprinkler 
heads will provide sufficient water to suppress or 
extinguish the fire in its early stages.
The greater the distance of the sprinkler head from the 
fire source, the larger the fire size before the sprinklers 
are activated. This reduces effectiveness in suppressing 
the fire.

Results from various fire/smoke modelling and tests 
indicate that in a large concourse area, a sprinkler 
head 20Mtr. directly above an unshielded fire would 
require approximately 6 minutes for activation.

The fire grows to an unconstrained size by the time 
the sprinkler becomes operational. The greater the 
distance of the sprinkler head from the fire source, the 
larger the fire size before the sprinklers are activated. 
This reduces effectiveness in suppressing the fire.

This fundamental problem has led to the limitation 

of the use of fire sprinklers within facilities that have 
higher ceilings heights.
Also, there are not many alternative fire protections 
systems available for buildings with high level ceiling 
clearances.

This problem introduces a unique challenge to fire 
safety engineers and approval authorities when 
sprinkler protection is recommended by Codes & 
Authorizes having Jurisdiction.

Here comes the important need for arriving at an 
appropriate decision with reg. to the design factor of 
sprinkler system for such areas, as per prevailing codes 
and actual requirement.

the chAllengeS oF eFFectIve 
FIre SprInkler protectIon 

For hIgh ceIlIng AreAS
- Mr. Gopakumar A Panicker

High Ceiling Area
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Will Fire Sprinklers Operate in High Ceiling Areas? 
There is a misconception that sprinklers will not 
operate in high ceiling areas and hence they can be 
omitted from these areas. This misconception is 
partly based on computer simulations which may not 
be valid for high ceiling areas.

As per NBC of India - 2016, areas having height 17 
Mtr. or above, sprinkler installations may be rendered 
ineffective and hence may be avoided.

As per NFPA -13, there is no restriction for ceiling 
height for the omission of Fire Sprinklers

As per FM Global Property Loss Prevention Data 
Sheets 3-26, Wet Fire Sprinkler System can pe 
provided for non- storage and nonmanufacturing 
facilities with ceilings height up to 100 Ft (30 Meters).
(Refer Table:2 of Data sheet 3-26)

There has been extensive research and tests in such 
issues and in many cases, specific solutions were 
developed.

It can be argued that for some non-storage occupancies 
with high ceilings, such as seating areas in auditorium 
& theatres, atria in high rise buildings, sports arenas, 
school and university gymnasiums, meeting rooms in 
convention centers and hotels, exhibition halls, etc, 
fuel load may not be sufficient to create a fire with a 
heat release rate sufficient to activate the sprinklers.

This approach may be valid in some instances. 
However, before planning to omit fire sprinklers for 
such areas, careful consideration needs to be given 
to the following factors: 
1. The future usage and therefore future potential fuel 
loads.
2. The possibility of temporarily higher fuel loads 
due to events such as exhibitions. This is particularly 
important where these high fuel loads could be 
expected to coincide with high occupant loads. 
3. The house keeping mechanisms that will be needed 
to control the fuel load, and the practicality of these 
fuel loads, including the level of understanding of 
those who will be responsible for maintaining and 

enforcing these mechanisms. 
4. Compliance with sprinkler installation standards 
will generally require that fire separation between 
sprinkler protected areas and non-sprinkler protected 
areas via fire rated construction. 
5. The installation of sprinklers will protect ceiling 
support structures from fire induced collapse.

Large scale fire tests have been carried out by various 
international agencies, like NIST etc. in high level 
ceiling areas. These Tests show that sprinklers can 
be expected to operate in these high ceiling areas.

Test Result for Aircraft Hangar 
“The threshold fire size needed to activate the 79 °C 
fire sprinklers in the 22 Mtr. High Aircraft Hangar 
was the 2.5 Mtr. diameter pan fire which produced a 
heat release rate of approximately 7.9 MW.

The 79 °C sprinklers tested had a quick response 
thermal element.

The threshold fire size needed to activate the 93 °C and 
141 °C sprinklers in the 22 Mtr. High Aircraft Hangar 
was the 30 Mtr x 3 Mtr pan fire which produced heat 
release rates ranging from approximately 14.3 MW to 
15.7 MW.

Fire Sprinkler Protection for non-storage high 
ceiling areas.
A design approach for the installation of fire sprinkler 
systems in non-storage high ceiling areas is provided 
in FM Global datasheet 3-26 for ceiling heights up to 
18.3 Mtr. tall.

The design criterion varies with building height and 
fuel load.

The design criteria given in FM Global Datasheet 
3-26 has been validated using large scale fire tests 
carried out by ‘Nam et al’.

As the design criteria has been validated by large 
scale tests, it can be accepted that a sprinkler system 
designed in accordance with this criterion would be 
expected to achieve effective fire control.

The test results published by ‘Nam et al’ show that 
sprinkler protection at higher ceiling heights is 
impacted by the sprinkler skipping phenomena.

Sprinkler Skipping 
The Cause of Sprinkler Skipping is wetting, and hence 
cooling, of the frangible element (normally a glass 
bulb or soldered link) of non-operating sprinklers by 
water droplets discharged from the adjacent operating 
sprinklers.

Two Zone Model of Fire within a Compartment
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Skipping has the consequence of creating a region 
which receives a lower water discharge density from 
the sprinklers, resulting in less effective fire control 
and the potential for greater fire growth in this area.

Fire sprinkler skipping will result in increased water 
flow rates, increased pipe sizes and large water supply 
infrastructure requirements than if the skipping had 
not occurred.

Fire sprinkler installation standards needs to maintain 
a minimum spacing between fire sprinklers to prevent 
wetting the thermal element of non-operating 
sprinklers from adjacent operating fire sprinkler, to 
avoid skipping.

For standard pendant and upright spray pattern 
sprinklers the minimum distance is in the order of    
1.8 Mtr. (the minimum specified by NFPA13) to       
2.3 Mtr. (the minimum specified by NZS45418).

The spray pattern of the fire sprinkler, hence selection 
of the same, is very important for designing the system 

without sprinkler skipping.

Effect of Sprinkler Discharge Pressure on Sprinkler 
Skipping

From the Manufacturer’s Data for Spray Pattern for 
K360 Fire Sprinkler, shown below, it is understood 
that at moderate pressures the water distribution 
pattern becomes more horizontal with increasing 
pressure 
But, at high pressures this trend is reversed, and the 
spray cone becomes narrowed.

Water distribution pattern from typical Conventional Fire Sprinklers.

Spray Pattern of K360 Fire Sprinkler 
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Here, the spray patterns show that there is less 
possibility for wetting the neighboring sprinkler and 
hence less possibilities of sprinkler skipping.

Fire Sprinkler Protection for non-storage occupancy 
with high ceiling clearances.
As per FM Global Property Loss Prevention Data 
Sheets 3-26, Table -2. Wet Fire Sprinkler System can 
pe provided for higher ceiling areas, up to 100 Ft. 
(30.0 Mtr.) in height.

The demand area for dormitories, residential, and 
dwelling type areas may be based on the largest 
room area, but not less than four sprinklers provided 
fire compartmentation with a minimum one-hour 
fire rating. Treat corridors as rooms in making this 
determination

For higher elevation ceiling areas with non-
combustible fire load, Fire Sprinkler Design to be 
done with selection of Suitable Fire Sprinkler and 
following design parameters.

 ¾ K- factor of the Fire Sprinkler.
 ¾ Sprinkler Discharge Pressure
 ¾ Temperature rating of fire sprinkler 
 ¾Thermal sensitivity of fire sprinkler 
 ¾ Spray pattern of the fire sprinkler. 
 ¾ Spacing of Sprinklers. However, the minimum 

spacing shall be based on spray pattern of the fire 
sprinkler.

 ¾ Sprinkler droplet sizes
 ¾ Installation orientation and deflector of fire 

sprinkler 
 ¾ Ceiling Jet Temperature

Sprinkler Selection 
Results of Various Fire Tests 
For Ceiling Height up to 18.3 Mtr. Quick Response 
Extra Large Orifice (ELO) Fire Sprinkler with K- 
Factor 360 with a spacing of 3.0 x 3.0 is found to be 
effective for suppressing the fire.

This sprinkler generates considerably large water 
drops and provides sufficient high discharge rate for 
effectively suppressing the fire.

Discharge Density: 18mm. / Min. Operating 
Pressure: 1.03 Bar.

Tyco Fire Protection Products had offered their EC25 
Fire Sprinkler for an efficient protection for high 
ceiling clearances of up to 18.3 Meters. with above 
mentioned design factors.

For a ceiling height of 18 Mtr. K360 sprinkler 
discharging 363 LPM of water (design density 40 
mm. / Min.) at 1.0 B,r generates significantly larger 

drops and effectively controlled the fire. (Full Scale 
Fire Test - Victaulic)

Quick Response Extended Coverage (EC) Fire 
Sprinkler with K- Factor 360 with a spacing of 6.1 x 
6.1 shall also meet the requirement

Discharge Density: 18mm. / Min./ M2. Operating 
Pressure: 3.4 Bar

For Ceiling Height above 18.0 Meters. Quick 
Response ELO or EC Fire Sprinkler with required K- 
Factor (all as per design, calculations, and selection of 
fire sprinklers) with a maximum spacing of 6.1 x 6.1 
can be used; but based on several design parameters.

Some result suggests that there may be a benefit in 
using extended coverage sprinklers in occupancies 
with heigh ceiling clearance, to reduce skipping.

At the same time, these sprinklers have a different 
deflector design to allow them to throw the water over 
a wider coverage area, and this difference in deflector 
design may result in skipping even at greater spacing. 
Hence fire sprinklers to be selected with due care.

However, the design of fire sprinkler system, selection 
of fire sprinklers and their spacing shall be based on:

 ¾ Architecture of the Area to be protected, Area, 
Height of the ceiling etc.

 ¾ Present and expected future fire load.
 ¾ Parameters of the fire sprinkler required, as detailed 

above.
 ¾ Spray Pattern of the Fire Sprinkler.

As per FM Global 3-26, it is now acceptable to use 
storage sprinklers (or ESFR sprinklers) for areas 
of mixed storage and manufacturing, and non-
storage areas for both new and existing non-storage 
occupancies.

Sprinkler Spacing 
As the skipping phenomenon is caused by water 
droplets wetting the frangible element of neighboring 
un-operated sprinklers, it is reasonable to assume that 
the spacing between sprinklers may impact on the 
ability of droplets to travel from an operated sprinkler 
to a neighboring sprinkler; with greater spacing 
reducing the likelihood of skipping.

This suggests that water droplets can travel distances 
of at least 3.0 Mtr. from an operated sprinkler but may 
not have the ability to travel a greater distance of up to 
6.0 Mtr. in sufficient numbers to cause skipping. 
Sprinkler Spray Pattern, from the manufacturer, will 
also to be considered for deciding the spacing of fire 
sprinklers.
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Effect of Sprinkler Droplet Size 
The water droplets are most likely transported to the 
neighboring sprinklers by the ceiling jet. It is expected 
that smaller and therefore lighter droplets would be 
more easily transported than heavier droplets that 
would be expected to better penetrate the plume.

Various Tests found that larger droplets were better 
able to penetrate the fire plume than small droplets.

It is known that, for geometrically similar sprinklers 
the median droplet diameter in the sprinkler discharge 
varies inversely proportional to the 1/3 power of the 
sprinkler nozzle pressure and directly proportional to 
the sprinkler orifice diameter.

Effect of the Ceiling Jet Temperature
‘Ceiling Jet’ refers to the relatively rapid gas flow in 
a shallow layer beneath the ceiling surface which 
is driven by the buoyancy of the hot combustion 
products.

It would seem reasonable that there may be a 
relationship between the temperature of the hot fire 
gases and the amount of skipping on the basis that 
hotter gasses may cause water droplets to evaporate 
faster and also dry of any wetted frangible bulb.

Effect of the Fire Plume & Ceiling Jet Velocity 
A fire plume may be defined as the motion generated 
by a source of buoyancy which exists by virtue of 
combustion and may incorporate an external source 
of momentum.

Practically all fires go through an important initial 
stage in which a coherent buoyant gas stream rises 
above a localized volume, undergoing combustion 
into surrounding space of essentially uncontaminated 
air.

This stage begins at ignition, continues through a 
possible smoldering interval into a flaming interval, 
and may be said to end prior to flashover.

The buoyant gas stream is generally turbulent, except 
when the fire source is very small. The buoyant flow, 
including any flames, is referred to as a fire plume.

As mentioned, sprinkler skipping is wetting of 
the frangible element of neighboring un-operated 
sprinklers. For this water droplets to be transported 
from activated sprinklers to the neighboring un-
operated sprinklers. Here, it is reasonable to assume 
that the fire plume and ceiling jet may play a part in 
this process.

Since heat rises due to its buoyancy, the ceiling acts as 
a barrier to prevent the heat from escaping vertically. 
In doing so it causes heat to build up at the ceiling, 
which allows sprinklers to activate, discharging water 
on the fire.

Conclusion
1. It has been shown based on large scale fire testing 
that sprinkler can be expected to operate during fires 
in areas with high ceilings. The fire sizes for this may 
be considered large for some occupancy types. 

2. As per FM Global Datasheet 3-26, Fire Protection 
Water Demand for Non-storage Sprinklered 
Properties, contains design criteria for the installation 
of sprinkler systems in high ceiling areas that has been 
proven to provide effective fire control via large scale 
fire test.

3. Consideration should be given to the fact that 
sprinklers will provide protection to the ceiling 
support structures from fire induced collapse and will 
also deal with fires originating above floor level.

Alternate Solution to Protect Light Hazard 
Occupancies having higher ceiling clearances.

Water Mist System with FM Approval can be provided 
to protect HC-1 / Light Hazard occupancies under 
certain conditions.

Height Restriction for Ceiling is the Main Condition
As per FM 4-2, maximum ceiling height permitted 
for FC1 occupancy is 5.0 Mtr.

Some studies says that the ceiling height can be go up 
9.1 Mtr. with stringent design parameters.

One of the internationally renowned agencies had 
confirmed that they had successfully commissioned 

Ceiling Jet below an unconfined ceiling

Fire Plume & Ceiling Jet below an unconfined ceiling
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high pressure water mist system for projects having 
ceiling height up 12.0 Mtr. 
However, detailed fire tests to be conducted before 
installing water mist system for areas having ceiling 
heights more than what specified in relevant codes.

The other conditions include, but are not limited to, 
ceiling type, design areas, nozzle spacing, pressure, 

water supply and duration.
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I remember the first time I rode a public 
bus… I vividly recall the sensation of seeing 

familiar sights from a new perspective. 
My seat on the bus was several feet higher 
than my usual position in the back seat of 
the family car. I could see over fences, into 

yards that been hidden before, over the side 
of the bridge to the river below. My world 

had expanded.

Ann Baldwin, Biblical Archaeology, May/June/ 1995
Moral: We need to look over the fences and see the many 

opportunities we have to learn from accidents.



Introduction
Hydrogen is considered as the next generation 
fuel source for power, transportation and storage 
applications. It is a clean fuel and an energy carrier 
that can be used for a broad range of applications as a 
possible substitute to liquid and fossil fuels. Demand 
for hydrogen is increased in last few years and it has 
great potential to increase significantly in next decade. 
In addition to current demand in the chemical and 
petrochemical sectors, future demands are going 
to be driven by its use in transport, industry and 
power. In transport sector, light passenger vehicles 

are moving towards battery electricity. However, for 
heavy transportation, hydrogen fuel cell vehicles are 
more promising due to energy to weight ratio and 
recharging time.
Hydrogen fuel cell vehicles can be recharged between 
5-15 minutes, versus the well over 90 minutes required 
for battery electric vehicles. Fuel Cell is a device which 
uses Hydrogen as fuel to produce electricity with heat 
and water as by product. As Hydrogen fuel cell emits 
only water, there are no carbon emissions and no air 
pollutants that cause health problems. Power can be 
generated through hydrogen fuel cell module or by 

- Mr. Rajan Prakash

An overvIew oF SAFety rISkS 
wIth hydrogen Fuel
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using the hydrogen as fuel in a gas turbine. Recently 
GE demonstrated test to combust an initial blending 
of 5% hydrogen and 95% natural gas fuel for its HA 
class gas turbine at 485-MW Long Ridge Energy 
Terminal combined cycle power plant. As reported in 
POWER magazine, GE’s advanced-class gas turbine 
fleets have configurations that allow operation on fuels 
up to 50 to 60 % by volume hydrogen concentration.

Hydrogen is already used extensively in India, mainly 
as an industrial feedstock in the creation of ammonia-
based fertilisers. The potential scale of hydrogen use in 
India is also huge; increasing between 3 and 10 times 
by 2050. The Indian government recently notified the 
green hydrogen and green ammonia policy aimed at 
boosting the domestic production of green hydrogen 
to 5 million tonnes by 2030 and making India an 
export hub for the clean fuel. European Union, US and 
other countries are funding heavily on research related 
to green hydrogen production and storage as part of 
its commitment to clean energy and decarbonization. 
With more focus on using Hydrogen as a fuel for 
future, there are safety concerns raised. Hydrogen has 
been used in space programs and different industrial 
applications in past and has a very good safety record. 
A number of studies shows that hydrogen appears to 
pose risks of the same order of magnitude as other 
fuels. Like any other fuel or energy carrier hydrogen 
poses risks if not properly handled or controlled. 

Hydrogen Properties
Hydrogen is the lightest element in nature, and it 
tends to rise in the atmosphere at normal conditions. 
It is not toxic, nor corrosive, and harmless for the 
environment. At atmospheric conditions, it is a 
diatomic gas with a very low density (0.0838 kg/m3), 
about 14 times less than air. Hydrogen has the highest 
energy content per unit mass of all fuels - higher 
heating value is 141.9 MJ/kg, almost three times 
higher than gasoline. It is diffiicult to detect since 
it is colourless, odourless and tasteless. Moreover, 
its fllame is considerably wicker compared with 
hydrocarbon fllames, thus diffiicult to see with the 
naked eye. Although the hydrogen fllame in air has 
a very high temperature (2321 K for 19.6%vol of H2 
in air), it burns faster and produce signifiicantly less 
thermal radiation than hydrocarbons such as LNG. 
The atmospheric moisture has a signifiicant effect on 
the thermal energy radiated by a hydrogen fllame. 
In particular, the water contained in the air absorbs 
the thermal (infrared) radiation. However, any kind 
of undesirable ignition sources should be always 
avoided during hydrogen applications due to its low 
ignition energy (0.017 mJ in air). Furthermore, the 
fllammability range is wider than other fuel (4.0% to 
75.0% in air). Hydrogen has a high burning velocity 
which corresponds to a high explosive potential. 
This means that the containment or suppression 
of its fllame and explosion are diffiicult to achieve. 

It must be notice that hydrogen is one of the few 
gases that increases its temperature when expanded 
at a temperature above its inverse Joule-Thomson 
temperature (193 K).

Hydrogen Life Cycle
After the production of hydrogen, it requires to be 
safely stored and transported to be employed in one of 
its several applications. Hydrogen can be divided into 
‘grey’ (produced from fossil fuels), ‘blue’ (produced 
from fossil fuels with carbon capture and storage) or 
‘green’ (produced from renewable electricity). While 
blue hydrogen is created from fossil sources, where 
the carbon emissions are captured and stored, green 
hydrogen is made from non-fossil sources. To produce 
green hydrogen through any process, electrolysis 
is required. Electrolysis is the process used to split 
water into oxygen and hydrogen. An electrolyser 
is the system in which electrolysis is done, making 
it the most vital part in terms of making hydrogen 
economically viable.

Storage of Hydrogen needs significantly higher volume 
compared to other fuel sources, due to its low density. 
The most common storage solution is compressed 
gas hydrogen (CGH2) up to 700 bars in metallic 
or composite tank. Compared with other storage 
solutions, liquid hydrogen (LH2) offers a higher 
density up to 70.9 kg/m3 at 20.4 K and atmospheric 
pressure. Due to its extremely low boiling point (-253 
°C), hydrogen can easily evaporate. For this reason, it 
is usually stored in double walled vessels, composed of 
two metal tanks separated by a vacuum jacket fiilled 
with insulated material or a multi-layer insulation. 
Hydrogen can be transported via pipelines or by road 
trucks. Pipelines designed for CGH2 are the most 
convenient continuous delivery method for large 
amounts of hydrogen and short distances, compared 
with CGH2 and LH2 trucks

Safety Risk Comparison of Hydrogen with Natural 
Gas Fuel
Since hydrogen has the smallest molecule, it has a 
greater tendency to escape through small openings 
than other liquid or gaseous fuels. Based on properties 
of hydrogen such as density, viscosity and diffusion 
coefficient in air, the propensity of hydrogen to leak 
through holes or joints of low-pressure fuel lines 
may be only 1.26 to 2.8 times faster than a natural 
gas leak through the same hole (and not 3.8 times 
faster as frequently assumed based solely on diffusion 
coefficients). Since natural gas has over three times the 
energy density per unit volume, the natural gas leak 
would result in more energy release than a hydrogen 
leak.

For very large leaks from high pressure storage tanks, 
the leak rate is limited by sonic velocity. Due to higher 
sonic velocity (1308 m/s) hydrogen would initially 
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escape much faster than natural gas (sonic velocity 
of natural gas is 449 m/s). Again, since natural gas 
has more than three times the energy density than 
hydrogen, a natural gas leak will always contain more 
energy. If a leak should occur for whatever reason, 
hydrogen will disperse much faster than any other 
fuel, thus reducing the hazard levels.

Hydrogen is both more buoyant and more diffusive 
than either gasoline, propane or natural gas.

Hazard Risks of Hydrogen
Hydrogen embrittlement is a well-known 
phenomenon responsible of material degradation and 
thus can be the cause of different types of equipment 
rupture. All the hazards analysed for GH2 must be 
taken into account also with LH2 since a gaseous phase 
is often present due to its continuous evaporation. In 
case of LH2, an inappropriate insulation of hydrogen 
equipment can provoke other failure mechanisms 
such as embrittlement or safety device failures due 
to its low boiling point. Moreover, at these extremely 
low temperatures, air can condensate over a hydrogen 
equipment such as a pipe, if it is not insulated 
properly. Four types of critical events for hydrogen 
in gaseous phase at atmospheric conditions or stored 
in pressurized vessels can occur: start of fire; breach 
on the shell in vapor phase; leak from gas pipe; and 
catastrophic rupture. Furthermore, the “breach on 
the shell in liquid phase” and “leak from liquid pipe” 
are two additional critical events for LH2.

Hydrogen Safety Requirements and Design 
Practices
NFPA 2 provides basic requirements for applying 
NFPA 2 provides basic requirements for applying 
the hydrogen Technologies. NFPA 55 Compressed 
Gases and Cryogenic Fluids Code and ASME B31.12 
Hydrogen Piping and Pipelines apply for designing 
the system with safety. Hydrogen safety, much like 
all flammable gas safety, relies on key considerations 
including recognizing the hazards and defining 
mitigation measures, ensuring system integrity, 
providing proper ventilation to prevent accumulation 
(manage discharges), ensuring that leaks are detected 

and isolated; and training of personnel. Materials 
of construction, including materials used in piping, 
valves and seals, must be selected to account for 
their deterioration when exposed to hydrogen 
at the intended operating conditions. Hydrogen 
cylinders and storage tanks should be stored outside 
at a safe distance from structures, ventilation intakes, 
occupied buildings, vehicle routes and combustible 
storage. Indoor equipment should have welded 
lines. Proper ventilation shall be provided to reduce 
the likelihood of a flammable mixture of hydrogen 
forming in an enclosure. Hydrogen leak detection 
systems such as hydrogen detectors in the enclosure 
shall be considered which should ensure automatic 
shutoff of the hydrogen source. As hydrogen flames 
are almost invisible to humans, so thermal and optical 
sensors should be used where applicable. Site can 
keep portable flame detector such as thermal imaging 
camera to detect burning hydrogen following a release 
or leak in an open area or storage facility.

Best practice to extinguish a fire due to hydrogen 
is to secure stop of the hydrogen supply before fire 
extinguishing is pressed. This is to avoid possibility of 
reignition and explosion. Where the fuel source cannot 
be removed, hydrogen fires are fought by allowing the 
fire to burn out while preventing the spread of the fire 
and using water to cool the surroundings. Water based 
and CO2 fire protection systems can be selected for 
fire extinguishing of secondary fire and reignition. 
Dry chemical fire extinguishers can be used for small 
fires and are recommended for hydrogen vehicles due 
to safety of passengers.
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Fire and its repercussions on life are insurmountable. 
It’s adverse consequential effects on human society 
shall remain more etched in our minds as compared 
to asset losses. In fact, material related consequences 
can be made up and monuments still be rebuilt. 
Family members and society at large would be the 
witnesses of serious infection related complications 
including the permanent scars and trauma inflicted 
on the survivors as well as at times most unfortunate 
cum premature loss of lives of their beloved ones.

While discussing on fire safety, we must be well aware 
that most of the times the indoor fire deaths are not 
caused by burns, but due to the inhalation of smoke. 
These killing fumes have more tricks up their sleeves. 
To complicate the situation worse, smoke inhalation 
symptoms aren’t as obvious as compared to burns 
and here comes the major hurdle in relation to timely 
rescue and evacuation. Therefore, people must come 
out of the mythic illusion that they are fit and fine if 
luckier to get out of affected buildings without getting 
burnt. Those who breathe in smoke during a fire 
can have life-threatening consequences despite not 
sustaining burn injuries. Smoke inhalation can as well 
be compared to the feeling of drowning. Exposure to 
hot gaseous products can cause serious respiratory 
complications. Smoke leads to disorientation and 
clouds your vision, making escape more difficult.

Along with smoky air, the trapped persons may also 
breath in harmful cum toxic chemicals released by the 
burning materials along the fire path which can cause 
severe suffocation such that may get caught by surprise. 
A major component adding fuel to this menace are 
burning wires and cables available in plenty around any 
type of buildings as well as the equipment/machinery 
being operated by electrical power

Majority of the wires and cables used in any 
residential or commercial buildings in India come 
with PVC (Poly Vinyl Chloride) insulation. PVC 
when subjected to heat and fumes burns rapidly 
emitting dark and toxic smoke. Darkness seriously 
affects visibility and slows down self or even aided 
rescue cum evacuation attempts. As a product of 
combustion, PVC emits deadly chlorine gas which 
has pungent irritating odour and is classified as a 
serious pulmonary irritant. In addition, it also emits 
CO & CO2 during fires. These emissions are more 
widespread when commercial grade PVC material is 
used in the cable.
 
Yes, there are mandatory provisions which call for the 
use of FR (Flame Retardant) and FR-LSH (Flame 
Retardant Low Smoke & Halogen) variants of PVC 
in the Indian standard - IS 694:2010. Still those better 
variants i.e., FR-LSH insulated wires are known to 
emit up to 60% of smoke and up to 20% toxic halogen 
gases which are dangerous  enough to obstruct the 
rescue cum evacuation processesprocess.

SuStAInAble FIre SAFe cAbleS
- Mr. Naitik Punamiya

Crosslinked HFFR Thermoplastic PVC / HFFR
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Even the thermoplastic halogen free wires (refer 
image on your right) and others generally available 
in the market would melt and drip down during fire. 
Hence, wires with cross linked halogen free flame 
retardant insulation as per IS 17048:2018 could be a 
well adequate solution to combat the life-threatening 
scenarios.

Features of household wires with cross-linked halogen 
free flame retardant insulation need to encompass the 
characteristics of being:-

 ¾ Non Toxic & non- corrosive.
 ¾ No melting and dripping.
 ¾ Tested to withstand the Max. Operating 

temperature of 90°C.
 ¾ Designed to maintain a Short circuit temp. rating   

of 250°C.
 ¾ Designed to offer more than 96% visibility around 

the affected zones.
 ¾ Built with High dielectric strength.
 ¾ Flame Retardant.

Building up a sound safety system should be the top 
priority for all the developmental functions. Most of 
the buildings as well as structural components are at 
risk from fire and so are the people who are occupants 
and/or required to work around. Hence, we need 
to be better prepared to deal with any adversity. As 
we regularly observe, these days, public buildings 
like schools, colleges, hospitals, hotels, auditoriums, 
malls, theatres, etc., are usually cramped up. Such 
large spaces may have neatly designed cum aesthetic 
cum artistic look from architecture points of view. 
However, we also need to ensure that in the event of 
a fire, the wiring to the alarm systems, sprinklers, heat 
and smoke detectors, EXIT sign boards, emergency 
lighting, access controls etc., do not affected causing 
trip related stoppages when their operational 
reliability is of prime concern.

By choosing PVC (FR or FR-LSH) wires & cables, 
especially for the public buildings having large number 
of foot falls, are we really making the right choice? As 
clearly mentioned earlier, generic PVC cables tend to 
melt and drip. In sequel they  cannot be relied upon 
for the circuit integrity of the emergency equipment 
during fire conditions. 

Halogen Free Fire Survival and Fire Alarm range 
of cables are the right choice for indoor as well as 
outdoor installations where circuit integrity in fire 
condition is the top priority. ‘Fire Survival’ armoured 
cables are intended for use in installations where vital 
circuits are required to continue their operation event 
during the eventuality of a fire occurrence.

These cables are particularly suited for use in public 

buildings and constructions where the danger to life, 
equipment and structures may greatly increase in the 
event of a power failure especially at the aftermath of 
a fire. These cables are of robust design and are suited 
for being laid out in trench or other underground 
installations from Main Power Panels to the Fire 
Command centres.

They serve as the backbone to the entire Fire 
Protection system as available on date in the buildings 
and associated structural work!

Fire Survival Cable
With the latest advancements in engineering 
standards, Fire Survival cables are designed to sustain 
significant control over key electrical and circuit 
integrity parameters.
These cables are manufactured in conformance to 
BS 7846 or IS 17505-1. The most ideal and accepted 
construction features to ensure the  fire safety 
attributes  for this cable are given below:

Conductor: Electrolytic annealed plain copper
Primary Insulation: Layers of Fire-resistant Mica 
tapes
Secondary Insulation: Premium quality grade 
crosslinked polyethylene (GP8) / zero halogen (EI5) 
insulation used on special extruder.
Bedding: Heat Barrier tape followed by halogen free 
polymeric material.
Armour: Galvanized steel wire armour reinforcing 
the entire construction.
Sheath: Special Low Smoke Zero Halogen material.

Fire Survival Cables can maintain the circuit integrity 
even at 950°C for 3 hours unlike the generic power 
armoured cables which are not suited to operate 
above 90°C. For more clarity, the performance of 
these cables under fire condition as specified under 
various standard has been mentioned in table 1.

Features of Fire Survival Cable:
 ¾ Long term Circuit Integrity
 ¾Halogen free construction
 ¾ Non-Toxic and Non-Corrosive
 ¾ Layers of Heat and Fire Barrier tapes
 ¾ Facilitates firefighting operations

Image reference: Fire-survival-cable of an approved design & brand
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Fire Alarm Cable
These are duly designed for smooth, trouble free  and  
and uniterrupted usage of alarm systems inside the 
building zones. 
There has been a steady demand for highly reliable 
alarm systems in places of large occupancy  with 
limited mobility factors as being observed in hospitals, 
clinics or among  unfamiliar/ ‘state of the art’ lay out 
patterns for  buildings like malls and cinema halls 
etc., Besides, they also prefered over amonng other 
locations  like modern offices/ school buildings  etc., 
where the need to rescue and evacuate people during 
fire breakouts are of primary concern. 

Alarm Cables play a key role in the safety of an 
establishment with respect to fires. As they are a vital 
link between emergency equipment and their power 
or control source, it is crucial that they must remain 
unaffected and fucntional even during a fire scenario.

Unlike ‘Fire Survival’ cables, ‘Fire Alarm’ cables are 
exclusively being designed for signal applications 
where high noise immunity is required for distortion 
free signal transmission. It is necessary for these 
cables to ensure circuit integrity while simultaneously  
providing high speed data pulses. Hence, these cables 
are  protected by metal foil screen and a drain wire.

Application of Fire Alarm Cable includes:
 ¾Heat and Smoke Detectors
 ¾ Fire alarm notification systems
 ¾ PA & VA systems
 ¾ Fire sprinkler pumps
 ¾ Fire Elevators
 ¾ Exit Sign Boards
 ¾ Smoke exhaustion fans

 ¾ Emergency Lights
Fire Alarm cable can also be used in SCADA based 
Fire alarm systems - used in High rise buildings, 
tunnels, industrial infrastructures etc., This system 
might control or energize other systems too. These 
include :

 ¾ Elevator capture
 ¾ Elevator shutdown
 ¾ Door release
 ¾ Smoke doors and damper control
 ¾ Fire doors and damper control
 ¾ Fan shutdown

Conclusion:
It is high time that  we need to tread the path and 
build SAFER and LONG LASTING infrastructures. 
Today, the country has best engineers, architects, 
consultants, technologists etc., Therefore, we need 
to pause and rethink about our own attitudes and 
behavioral aspects towards fire safety. Judicial choice 
of wires and cables is all the more inevitable when 
it comes the handling of visible or even hidden fire 
hazards. The most important need of the hour is 
enhanced assurance of safety and security for all!
 
Accordingly, let us inculcate an improved fire safety 
culture for ensuring a brighter future.

“Do not let a fire burn down our dreams!”

Image reference: Circuit Integrity Test Facility of an approved and 
branded product in India
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FIRE SEnSInG RObOTIcS wORkShOP by
FSAI – GEc – GOA STuDEnT chAPTER
The Fire and Security Association of India (FSAI) Student Chapter at Goa Engineering, Goa in collaboration 
with Acronix India organized a two-day Robotics Workshop for student fraternity between 21st and 22nd of 
May, 2022. Participants were drawn from different technology groups and seniority (year wise) at undergraduate 
level.  The exercise was guided by leading Industry experts in the region like M/S. Aaditya Kamat (Ex. President 
of FSAI GEC student chapter), Pratik Phadte and Emmanuel Lobo, all representing Acronix India.

The main objective of the sessions was to offer an opportunity to the smart, ingenious and energetic younger 
brains to learn more on coding, help them to perform experiments on using electronic gadgets and get a hands-
on experience in building their bots.

The field of Robotics is fast-growing in India and there is a large scope for qualified engineers with expertise 
to handle them. Hence, the colleges also must pitch in to bring out students who would be equipped with the 
desired skills, competence as well as expertise to be deployed in jobs having high-value potentials and capitalise 
on emerging opportunities in this unique technique - be it higher studies, academics career or industrial 
profession.

In addition to reinforcing concepts from earlier and concurrent courses, the workshop served as a platform for 
offering exposure to the students pertaining to cross-domain knowledge and achieving collaborative learning 
through team work. All these were aimed at enhancing and developing their problem-solving acumen during 
the learning process
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On the first day, students were appraised as well as familiarized on the underlying theoretical concepts of 
Robotics. Training Kits were also distributed among all. The whole group were divided into ten teams of 3 
students each. The workshop was conducted in such a way that the basics were made easy for everyone who 
attended the session. The programming of the robot was done using the Arduino (which is derived from C and 
C++ languages) UNO microcontroller.

An introductory talk on Arduino was given on how to make programs for the robots. Subsequently, they got 
tinkering effect while actually working out on Arduino and the functions of various embedded components. 
Later on, simple applications of Arduino like Blinking and Fading LEDs and their coding were explained. By 
using the physical robotics kit provided to them, the students were proactively able to learn what robots can do 
for them!

By the second day, the students had already learned to create a program from scratch. They were also in a vintage 
position to write own Arduino project report and work around more complex sensors like IR, UV and LDR 
and motors with ease. At the end of the workshop, the participants each of the teams jointly built their own 
autonomous Fire Extinguisher Robot cars (working model type) which detect the fire location through heat 
sensors and automatically moves towards the fire and put it out through the actuation of water pump. In fact, 
it also produced a ‘fun fare’ while testing them successfully. The engaging team also encouraged each other to 
build & pursue more such projects now having gained a real - life experience with Designing and Building of 
Robots.

The whole workshop had also been shot on video camera. Viewing this would beneficial to those who could 
not participate. Besides it can again be used by same participants to bring in improvement in the study process 

The Student Chapter wishes to thank Principal Dr. R.B. Lohani and Faculty Advisor Professor Dr.Ganesh 
Hegde for their role in ensuring the success of the workshop. 

The event was nicely coordinated by  M/S. Mayur Mandrekar and Dakshat Patil under the able leadership of 
Mr. Shreeshail Arolkar- President, FSAi GEC student chapter. We are indebted to all participants who have 
actively joined the workshop and made it a grand success. In all there were 30 students.
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… when it is impossible to write an account of what we 
know, write an account of what we need to learn”.

 -Denis Diderot (1713- 1784)



A: Preface: Fire fighters’ response vis-à-vis 
Pandemic threats

i) A firefighter is also known as a fire and safety 
professional – one who fights and douses fires of 
varying nature, scale and severity, Besides, he or she 
dons the mantle of a frontline worker, rescuer, ladder 
guy, smokejumper, public servant, problem solver, 
trained trainer etc., Their efforts extend much beyond 
what is visible to the eyes of general public. Firefighters 
undertake a lot of ‘behind-the-scene’ functions to 
support community and keep people around safe 
and secure. Now a day their extended arms touch 
on evacuation assistance. Disaster preparedness cum 
response functions also constitutes their portfolio. 
Crowning it all the latest checklist encompasses 
Pandemic assistance 

Their responsibilities never cease to exist while getting 
engaged as service providers. Some times they need to 
undertake unimaginable risks which can even go to 
the extent of sacrificing own lives at the altar of duty 
while saving others!

ii) As we all know, during pandemic onslaught, 
citizens at large were asked to stay put at their 
residences (desirably as advised by Govt./local 
administration) to safeguard themselves as well as 
family members from the lethal virus. However, 
we might also have heard stories of fire and safety 
professionals, who did not remain in the relatively 
higher comfort zones at home, but reached out and 
offered succor to the affected victims and other needy 
people. In the process they performed the noblest of 
noble humanitarian deeds through acts of bravery, 
determination, zeal, skillfulness, competency and 
dedication. Here are few indicative glimpses from the 
innumerable contributions from many of them at pan 
India level.

B: Case studies from different locations, places of 
work, public service establishments etc.,
1: Indian Oil Corporation Limited (IOCL)Refinery 

at Barauni, Bihar, Thursday, 16th Sept, 2021 at around 
1030 Hrs.
An explosion occurred in the furnace of an 
atmospheric vacuum distillation unit of  IOCL 
when it was being restarted after a long shutdown. 
Altogether 19 people, including five of their employees 
and contractual workers were affected with serious 
injuries. Based on company officials’ explanation, 
this is a prime and critical area in any hydrocarbon 
refining with comparatively higher risk rating. They 
also mentioned that there are chances of occasional 
but excessive pressure buildup and occurrence of blast 
type incidents while handling the process activities 
over there. This could have been one of the reasons 
for the injuries, The affected people were rushed to 
the factory’s own as well as a private hospital in the 
locality. Subsequently all were declared ‘out of danger’. 
In fact, in the aftermath of the incident, a large crowd 
held protest demonstration in front of the refinery 
gate demanding safer working conditions at the plant. 
Looking at the sensitivity of the situation, the district 
administration officials also were called in and they 
helped in pacifying the mob. 

2. Dr. Zakir Hussain Hospital, Nashik, Maharashtra, 
Thursday, 22nd April 2021 around 1000Hrs

At least 24 COVID-19 patients, especially those on 
ventilator life support died after a medical oxygen 
road tanker developed heavy leak causing disruption 
in the supply of the gas. Sources said, the tragedy 
unfolded when the facility tank at the hospital was 
being refilled when its level had gone down.

FSAI Student chapter of Indore public School Academy (IpSA), Indore
case Study narratives on

- Ms. Priyanka Adlak & Mr. Ashif Ali
(Both students of Fire service Technology & Safety Engineering in IPSA)

InSpIrAtIonAl StorIeS oF FIre ServIce perSonnel Around 

the country/overSeAS pItchIng In And SucceSSFully 

deAlIng wIth dIFFerent eMergency SItuAtIonS 
especially during covid-19 pandemic days
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There were heart touching scenes wherein relatives 
of some patients were found snatching away the 
delivery pipes of oxygen cylinders from the bedside 
of dead to try and revive the breathing of their near 
and dear ones!  A fire brigade team had to be rushed 
to the hospital to contain the leak. Nashik Collector 
Mr. Suraj Mandhare informed that the leaking tanker 
belonged to a private vendor. “Apparently, technicians 
tried their best to fix the problem and restore oxygen 
supply.

3: Ahmednagar (Maharashtra) District Civil hospital, 
Tuesday  9th November’2021 (around 1100Hrs)
At least 11 Covid-19 patients, including four women, 
admitted to the intensive care unit (ICU) died in 
a fire. The fire broke out on the ground floor of the 
hospital, where 17 patients were admitted, 15 of 
whom were on ventilators or oxygen support. While 
10 elderly patients died in the blaze at the spot, one 
person who was critically injured succumbed after 
being rescued. The district collector said that pending 
official investigation the fire was likely caused by 
a short circuit. Fire brigade officials said that all 
patients were in the ICU, which was set up barely 18 
months ago, In fact, the badly injured could be shifted 
to another room immediately when firemen were 
putting in their best efforts, The situation could be 
fully controlled by 1330 Hrs.

4. Yeomen contributions from ONGC Fire service 
groups
While the entire nation had been facing the 
unprecedented challenge to combat the COVID-19, 
the Fire service personnel of country’s premier 
Energy organization – ONGC, one among 20 top  
Maharatna companies in public sector -  displayed 
their amazing heroic and astute work ethic acumen 
by rendering selfless support to the general public at 
large. During the nationwide pandemic lockdown, 
they came up with open hands to carry out sanitization 
work at vulnerable locations like residential colonies, 
administrative buildings, production installations, 
drilling rigs, etc. across the country.

5: The Kerala Fire and Emergency Rescue Services 
(KFERS)’s special efforts to ‘breath in’ energy into 
continual Oxygen supply mission: Wednesday, 
May, 2021
KFERS had come up with a proposal to ensure 
the availability of oxygen cylinders at government 
hospitals across the state in view of the rising cases of 
Covid-19. The aim is to plan and execute a suitable 
system wherein their existing Breathing Apparatus 
Sets (BAS), which are otherwise exclusively used 
during rescue operations are made available to 
the government hospitals in case of an emergency 
whenever a request comes from hospital management 
– What a noble way of demonstrating limitless service 
motto?

C: Footnote based on media report dated Thursday, 
6th August’2020 (News from abroad)
Hon. Home Secretary of UK, Ms. Priti Patel paid 
special complements to firefighters all around the 
country during worst period of pandemic when she 
visited the Merseyside Fire and Rescue Service. She 
directly met all those firefighters who have been on 
the frontline and heard their voices on how their 
roles adapted to this most difficult task with big 
challenges. In fact, they took on a range of additional 
duties to support the nation. Among many, the 
aspects also included delivery essential items to over 
80,000 affected cum vulnerable people, ensuring 
the supply of 4,000 face masks for frontline NHS 
and other healthcare staff, transporting over 3,000 
non-Covid-19 patients to and from the hospitals, 
according to statistics collected by the National Fire 
Chiefs’ Council. Beloved readers of FSAI Journal; 
please salute their efforts 
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D: CONCLUSION
All of the preceding examples must have demonstrated 
that Fire service personnel, the fourth line of defense 
force, are always in the reckoning. The group is 
duly prepared and capable of facilitating all types of 
control/ mitigation of worst imaginable scenarios. At 

no point of time, they would abandon obligations or 
stay away from fulfilling the responsibilities. A truly 
dedicated workforce which help enhance the safety 
and security of all fellow citizens. Public’s faith and 
level of confidence shall also prevail as long as fighters 
stand by their side.

”Na kalamativartante mahantah svesu karmasu”

Mr. Ashif Ali Ms. Priyanka Adlak
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In …man –machine interaction, the 
human and automated system may both 

be assigned control tasks. However, unless 
the partnership is carefully planned, the 

operator may simply end up with the 
tasks that the designer cannot figure out 
how to automate. The number of tasks 
the operator must perform is reduced, 

but surprisingly, the error potential has 
increased

-Nancy Leveson, Safeware, Addison – Wesley 
Publishing, Reading Mass, 1995



Big Data analytics is on the verge of a major 
transformation. Many of the up-and-coming data 
analytics trends are the result of multiple revolutionary 
technologies converging at once. Cloud-based data 
sources allow companies to leverage internal data with 
data from social media feeds, SaaS tools, and third-
party sources while IoT devices capture insights from 
objects, environments, and legacy equipment.

Gartner predicts that, by the end of 2024, 75% of 
organizations will transition away from pilot programs 
and experiments to fully-operationalized Big Data 
strategies. This shift stands to increase streaming 
data and analytics infrastructures by an estimated 
500%. As more data sources enter the mix every 
day, businesses are increasingly looking toward AI, 
machine learning, and natural language processing to 
help them quickly identify and act on insights hidden 
in disparate datasets.

Data analytics for Security is a fast emerging discipline. 
Both in the physical realm as well in Digital, Cyber 
realm, Data Analytics is creating new paradigms for 
Pre-diction, Response, Management and Control of 
Security. This is saving costs, time and in many cases, 
human lives.

Let’s look at different types of Data Analytics and 
how it is impacting Security Responses. 

Augmented Analytics Is Making Business Intelligence 
More Accessible. This in turn is helping Security 
administrators to predict and pre-empt any security 
threat response. Often it is left to the time of impact 
on how we respond. Though there are laid down 
procedures and SOPs, when it comes to the incident, 
human reflex action is prime. Augmented analytics 
helps us to foresee how our response can be and how 
an effective response mechanism can be created.

With traditional BI tools, users (typically a data 
scientist or analyst) needed to have a hypothesis—or 
at least a general idea—of what they were hoping to 
find before building a model and running an analysis. 
With augmented analytics platforms, the built-in AI 
highlights trends, anomalies, and relationships that 
users might never think to look for on their own.

Continuous Intelligence: The Future of Data 
Analytics Is Real-Time Insights
As IoT adoption continues to explode, continuous 
intelligence tops the list of new trends in Big Data 
analytics. The technology brings real-time analytics 
into business operations by processing data, analyzing 
incoming information against historical patterns, and 
recommending actions instantly.

Real Time insights are very critical when it comes 
to security incidents like Fire, Explosion, Natural 

the Future oF SecurIty 
trAnSForMAtIon

- Mr. Ravinder Pal Singh

dAtA AnAlytIcS For SecurIty
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disasters and so on. Having information real time or 
near real time, security administrators are able to have 
pin point information on Who and Where, which is 
useful when reacting to an incident.

Predictive and prescriptive analytics saw a boom 
during Covid crisis in 2020. As we continued to deal 
with the COVID-19 crisis in 2021, the next wave 
of trends for Big Data analytics focused on helping 
companies avoid future crises.

X Analytics is another Gartner term, where X 
represents a data variable—either structured or 
unstructured. Think text analytics, audio analytics, and 
video analytics. Combined with AI-enabled analytic 
tools and graphs/data visualization, X analytics stands 
to play a critical role in predicting and planning for 
future crises—from diseases to natural disasters. 

For example, AI can scour news articles, social posts, 
medical research, and other sources, which could help 
public health officials predict how a disease might 
spread. Tools with a prescriptive component could 
prove instrumental when it comes to putting insights 
sourced from X Analytics to action.

Self-service business intelligence (BI) tools are quickly 
replacing traditional dashboards with new capabilities 
designed to help end-users tell stories with data. We’re 
starting to see more charts, graphs, and heatmaps that 
can be used to present contextual insights in a way that 
gets people to focus on outcomes. Graph analytics 
create visual representations of relationships—

something that could change the way we think about 
correlations between seemingly disparate data points.

As you might imagine, the ability to take data once 
relegated to dry, dense reports and transform it into 
compelling visuals stands to have a massive impact 
on sales and marketing professionals who are already 
well-versed in framing insights in a way that taps into 
prospect emotions.

This could soon become a powerful way to add value to 
planning and designing new Security procedures and 
policies. String Visualization can help in educating 
masses regarding critical aspects of Security which 
otherwise normal text/audio fail to captivate.

Another trend that stands to bring more 
understanding to business intelligence is explainable 
AI, which describes a model and explains the pros and 
cons, how it is likely to perform in a specific situation, 
and the potential for bias. Beyond that, and perhaps 
more importantly, explainable AI is a valuable tool for 
building trust with users.

For Security companies and service providers, using 
the power of AI in monitoring and management is 
solving many key challenges. Security Audits using AI 
tools and Security incident alerts based on AI powered 
devices is increasing efficiency and productivity of 
security establishments resulting in more secure and 
trusted environments. 

In summary emerging Data Analytics aspects are 
not only making things Smart, but also enhancing 
Machine-Human interaction with increased 
efficiency, productivity and speed of response.

References : 3Pillarglobal, Gartner, ABI Research 
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ThInkInG SEcuRITy – 
DEPlOyInG TEchnOlOGy

Introduction
Deservedly, Security aspects are becoming matters 
of serious concern for all. They also depict different 
facets of human life. People have started thinking 
of Security everywhere – at home, public locations, 
while on travel,  offices, factories,  commercial 
establishments, Medicare units,  hospitality facilities, 
School / College Campuses, Tourist cum Picnic spots,  
Entertainment centres, sport complexes, places of 
worship, during the  handling of critical infra-assets, 
defence establishments, etc.,

Whom and what all to be protected: People, Assets, 
and Information.
Accordingly, let the focus be on general security and 
related planning to combat with the application of 
advanced technology solutions while reading this 
Journal. In fact, common citizens are not required 
to focus on specialized needs like Defence & other 
secured Critical infrastructure etc., Therefore, those 
attributes have been kept out of the purview of this 
article.

In earlier days, businesses were assigning lower priority 
to security needs, but things are changing and that too 
very fast.

Planning security & related solutions, infrastructure, 

manpower, trainings, and Standard Operating 
Procedures (SOP’s) call for the use of appropriate 
technologies as well as their effective application.  As 
we all know, just by deploying a security guard, total 
security would never be achieved. In addition to 
technology solutions, data collection, data analysis 
& suitable action is equally important. If the security 
related decisions are driven by optimum combination 
of man & machine with actual ground data, no bias 
or human errors are likely to creep in. The whole 
planning of security starts with Risk.

Risk:
The need of the hour is to go for complete planning 
of risk management associated with different types 
of Security aspects. This starts with Risk awareness, 
identification & analysis.

- Mr. Paresh Hadani
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Perception of Risk can have psychological influences 
and we must  definitely accept and appreciate that. At 
the same time, data collection and analysis also need 
to be looked into. If Risk is not assessed properly, end 
users get inadequately underprepared or even over-
planned. Comprehensive knowhow of operational 
complexity of target asset / facility is a must. 
Professional “Threat Vulnerability Risk Analysis 
(TVRA)” is useful for any important site / facility / 
location before planning for total security. Once this 
is achieved, a Master Security Plan (MSP) can be 
compiled & implemented.

TVRA needs to be conducted professionally by an 
experienced team comprising of relevant experts. Concerned 
stakeholders must also possess a fair level of awareness on 
the operational complexities. Security professionals with 
diverse experience like the administrative professionals 
from IPS, CISF, Defence Services & Security Technology 
System Integrators are required to be engaged in addition 
to site / facility admin / operations teams and other stake 
holders. All facility / site specific data are to be made 
readily available. These are in addition to the compiling 
and documenting of the plans in finest details. Facility / site 
related information collection would encompass following 
indicative inputs:

(a) Location Briefing.
 ¾Primary business activity / operations / manufacturing 

details
 ¾Details on work spots as well as surrounding areas
 ¾Contact details of Key personnel (Top managerial)
 ¾Details on maximum occupancy (employee strength)
 ¾Data on Vehicle movement (transportation and number 

of persons likely to be involved)
 ¾Material movement and related vehicle details
 ¾Security team hierarchy & contacts
 ¾Past incidents and observations
 ¾Key vulnerabilities & threats

(b) Perimeter Details:
 ¾Status of Physical Perimeter and related observations
 ¾Physical entry controls for people – employees, visitors, 

contract workers, service providers etc
 ¾Physical entry controls through general transport 

vehicles – staff conveyance system, heavy material moving 
appliances, two/three/ four wheelers etc

 ¾SOPs, Access Control Technologies, Lighting levels, 
Video Surveillance etc
Any perimeter is the first physical layer of security. Hence it 
is important to pay specific and special attention to it.

(c) Few indicative attributes of Open Operation area as 
applicable:

 ¾ Size of the area – list out detail for each area required
 ¾ Which types of activities are being carried out
 ¾ Who all are authorised to access & work in the area and 

what are the controls?
 ¾ What is the illumination level and how surveillance is 

handled?

(d) Built up areas related elements
 ¾Actual site layout drawings are to be made available with 

latest access controls and marking of entry & exits points.
 ¾Status and SOPs at entry & exit points for different 

categories of persons and material movements
 ¾Locking Arrangements, Key Management, Surveillance, 

Access Control, Fire Safety arrangements etc.,

(e) Critical Areas specific concerns:
 ¾Every facility / site has got few critical areas and that 

needs special attention. Based on the type of operations, 
security needs to be planned – it can be electrical, 
mechanical, chemical, hazardous material handling, water 
storage safety etc

 ¾Facility specific people & material handling SOPs, its 
monitoring, authorizations, and related details need to be 
analysed

(f ) Information Security:
 ¾This is extremely important and high skilled area to be 

handled by respective IT teams. In the globally internet 
connected world of today, virus attacks, malware challenges, 
possible data theft etc must be monitored and controlled by 
specially assigned experts

 ¾Computer/ mobile log-in access policies, removable 
media permissions and control, authorization to share 
organizational data etc., to be controlled by IT policy, 
network restrictions / fire walls, authenticated software 
installation and access facilities, hierarchical rights for 
disseminating data, software, and network access & 
password policies etc.

 ¾Photocopying & document movement control, camera 
and related audio / video recording and transmitting 
control etc., are also significant attributes.
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(g) Process Security:
 ¾Every facility / site carries out few very common and 

primary functions, wherein input raw material and critical 
processes are driven and finished output is generated. 
Material management, people access control, vehicle 
management (supply chain logistics), wastage control cum 
disposal management and related surveillance and controls 
play critical roles.

 ¾Paper based & soft documentations and the flow with 
suitable authorization are very important factors

(h) Fire & safety planning:
 ¾For any facility / site, Fire Safety is extremely important – 

must be suitably designed, implemented, and maintained. 
Ensuring the execution of regular drills and training is a 
must.

 ¾Emergency Preparedness and Disaster Management Plan 
are essential and must be in place with due approvals.

 ¾Suitable emergency exits, evacuation plans, related 
signages must be displayed conspicuously at/near the 
respective locations.

(i) Technology deployment:
 ¾Suitable design consultant team, expert System 

Integration team should be entrusted the Security 
Technology Infra Setup

 ¾Based on the facility and site operational requirements, 
suitable deployment of adequate manpower for security 
and O&M (Operations & Maintenance) of Security 
Technologies setup like CCTV Surveillance, Access 
Control for people and vehicles, Fire Alarm & Building 
Management System Monitoring etc. is recommended

(j) Security team / Organizational setup.
 ¾Depending on the site complexity and need, an 

appropriate team with authorized hierarchy are required to 
be in place to handle any situation handling
Based on the availability and review of the above data, 
analysis can be conducted to assess the possible type of 
risks.
Thereafter, looking at the analysis report, different areas of 
vulnerabilities can be identified followed by the planning of 
mitigation strategies and countermeasures

Following definitions would be relevant and worthy of 
reference in the context.

Vulnerability: Any possible gap, susceptibility, weakness of 
the asset / person / setup which can be exploited by gaining 
access followed by causing damages to the facility / asset / 
person / setup etc.

Threat: Any possible action or situation that may create 
probable trouble for asset / person / setup at the target 
facility / site

Risk: The likelihood that a threat will exploit a vulnerability 

to compromise the confidentiality, integrity, or availability 
of a facility.

Risk Analysis: The identification and study of the 
vulnerability of a facility and the possible threats to security 
of the facility.

Countermeasures: The planned set of actions for 
risk mitigation and handling of possible threats and 
vulnerability to the facility / site/ people / assets along 
with effective adaptation of appropriate safeguards. 
Some countermeasures are required as part of applicable 
regulations and others can be discretionary.

Following sequential steps are normally followed for 
TVRA:
(a) Summation/ Compilation of asset data vis-à-vis their 
Criticality classification
(b) Threats are summarised against possible insider or 
outsider influence, inherent hazards, human error related 
constraints, consequential impacts of sabotage / physical 
attack etc., followed by setting up of corresponding severity 
indices. They also need to be shared among all stakeholders.
(c) All possible vulnerabilities are summarized after the 
visualization of possible challenges.
(d) Taking cues from the above attributes, risk levels/ rating 
can be documented for each asset. These are followed up 
by the issue of safeguard proposals as envisaged through 
recommendations / countermeasures / mitigation 
strategies etc., which are matching to corresponding impact 
levels and related priority indices.
(e) Based on the analytical risk cum impact levels, asset 
/ area wise countermeasures can be easily arrived at. 
Their applicability and utility can also be re-confirmed 
through practical demonstrations wherever possible. 
After comprehensive deliberations, comprehensive listing 
of countermeasures gets duly documented and shared 
among all stakeholders along with priority factors and 
corresponding implementation schedules.
(f ) The full set of countermeasures are revalidated for the 
benefit of teams. They include training, technology audits, 
SOPs, Workflow instructions and reporting optimization 
to achieve periodical re-assessments, execution of good 
practices and periodical review cum audits to achieve the 
goals of improved security. All the above elements call 
appropriate scheduling of all aspects at regular intervals 
followed by effective implementation.
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Once TVRA documentation has been made available, 
security system would be organized with optimum 
balancing of available manpower, technology, training & 
SOPs. These also need to address the wider horizons of 
business benefits. People also must be allowed to spend 
adequate time in planning, designing & establishing the 
technological solutions. They would include CCTV, 
Access Control, explosive / contraband detectors, vehicle 
control, parking management etc., All these are important 
and essential. At the same time the competency as well as 
skill of those who are handling such modern set ups are 
equally significant. Operations and Maintenance (O&M) 
of technology system are critical and need to be adequately 
taken care of.

Human Behaviour Analysis:
It is worthy of noting that training of security manpower 
for behavioural analysis is critical. When a new visitor or 
unknown person desires to enter the facility, professionally 
asked key questions and understanding cum assessing their 
responses both through words and body language would be 
very useful.  The comfort & confidence level as depicted 
by way of answering and facial expressions would be of 
great significance before deciding upon to grant of access 
permission. The behavioural analysis and its interpretation 
would give lot of useful information based on visitor’s 
intentions. They can also help prevent unpleasant challenges 
as well as situations that are otherwise likely to crop up.

Integrated Security Services (ISS)
Currently all user organizations engage security manpower 
team (either through inhouse employment or outsourcing), 
establish adequate technology systems, diligently operate, 
and maintain them with higher levels of integrity as well 
as reliability.
An innovative business model is being discussed these 
days, wherein ISS would be offered by an independent 
external agency – Security Services Provider. The agency 
would deploy security manpower as well as implement 
all technical systems by taking care of total responsibility 
of Operations and Maintenance. They would also ensure 
comprehensive delivery of security services to the client. 
In this model, customer need not invest in Technology 
Systems - Designing & Implementation and Operation & 
Maintenance (O & M) would be completely handled by 
the agency. The agency would charge mutually agreed upon 
initial charge and periodical (say monthly) charges. Release 
of monthly service charges would be ensured by customer 
after due compliance of Service Level Agreement (SLA) 
parameters. This model is a win - win arrangement between 
both. However, it is yet to get wider recognition and 
acceptance in Indian market. Yes, the indicative feedback 
is encouraging, and the system is likely to get popular over 
the time.

Remote Alarm Monitoring (RAM):
Logical extension of the “Integrated Security Services 

(ISS)” business model using RAM  is gaining popularity. 
As we all know it was adapted early by Bank ATMs. It is 
being observed that despite the implementation of good 
technologies and good team, the inhouse monitoring of 
events / alerts and handling need further strengthening.

Here a professional and independent service provider can 
monitor all technical events / alarms (for example CCTV, 
Access Control, Fire alarms etc.,) remotely from a central 
monitoring centre and alert the concerned client authority 
after false alarm verification. Based on the need, the 
service provider would arrange to send a Quick Response 
Team (QRT) comprising of security personnel possessing 
requisite expertise, gadgets, and execution capability to 
contain any possible challenging situation. These services 
can be extended to duress handing, fire emergency, medical 
emergency, or administrative support needs involving local 
police authorities.

Digitalization & Industry Standard 4.0:
Normally, Digitalization & IS 4.0 are more relevant to 
business & efficiency improvement and not much related 
to Security aspects. We are discussing the same here as 
System Integrators (SIs) taking up the security technology 
implementation, normally takes up these projects also.
Digitalization has become a very essential and inevitable 
tool for operating as well as periodically monitoring of 
control system based on Industry Standard 4.0. Indian 
industrial customers are yet to adapt the same in a big way. 
Simply put, all industrial field parameters are monitored 
by installing latest technology IIOT (Industrial Internet of 
Things) sensors. These sensors communicate to the Servers 
and get the data processed normally on cloud. Authorized 
personnel get all parameters from field, processed data & 
reports on their mobile devices for real time monitoring 
& control. It extends all controls from classical SCADA / 
PLC based capabilities to cloud and on mobile app for any 
time anywhere control for authorized users.

Now a days IIOT sensors are available to measure various 
parameters including voltage, current, power factor, 
wattage, load, resistance, vibration, noise level, moisture 
level, pressure level, wind speed, liquid levels, humidity, 
flow, illumination level, dust level, temperature, sound 
level and chemical hazard exposure cum impact indices etc. 
Additionally, lot of software analysis and IT parameters 
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also can be taken as inputs for analysis. These days, People 
to people communication makes excellent use of devices 
like smart phones. Say technology penetration here is more 
than 90%. Similarly, machine to machine and machine to 
human communication in not enough smart and there is 
huge scope for technology adoption there. Say technology 
penetration here is less than 10% today. This business 
opportunity is going exponentially grow once 5G mobile 
communication is rolled out in India. The market would 
be driven by Cloud computing, Big data, IIOT and related 
tools. This area throws up a huge business opportunity 
for stake holders to contribute to higher efficiency, better 
uptime and convenience of any time anywhere monitoring 
/ control.

In conclusion, it is inferred that Security needs driven with 
technology have opened up wider horizons and number of 
business opportunities:
(1) TVRA (Threat Vulnerability Risk Analysis) as a 

professional assignment to prepare a Master Security Plan 
(MSP).
(2) Integrated Security Services as an innovative business 
model – going to be adapted slowly
(3) Digitization and Industry Standard 4.0 implementation
(4) Remote Alarm Monitoring Services backed up by 
Quick Response Team (QRT)
(5) Regular current business opportunities like Design & 
Project Management Consultancy and System Integration 
(SI) also are adapting latest technologies quickly.

Conclusion
To reap full benefit from advanced technologies as narrated 
all through this article, stake holders are required to think 
more in terms of “end user perspective vis-à-vis security” 
and not to remain contented with the effective adoption of 
only technology.

 In fact, Technology is just a Means and not the End!

Mr. Paresh Hadanis’ academics include B. E. Electronics & Communications and 
 PG Diploma – Sales & Marketing Management, All India Institute of Management Studies, Chennai

 ¾ Served BARC, NPCIL, Checkmate Group & GMR Group  
 ¾ Handled various projects from concepts / design stage to implementation and operations & maintenance life cycle covering data centres & server 

rooms, networking, CCTV, Telecom, Indoor & Outdoor Access Control, Fire Protection systems, PA, Building Management Systems etc; 
 ¾ Advisor to Colombo Police and Sri Lankan Corporates for Security Technology & IT solutions. 
 ¾ Visited UK & studied London city security master plan as an Indian Corporate representative from GMR Group on a sponsored tour by British 

Home Office. Studied London City Security Infra & Processes - Ring of Steel & interacted with all authorities 
 ¾ Associated as VP - Projects with Matrix Comsec Pvt Ltd, Vadodara for project business as OEM offering IP Video Surveillance, Access Control, 

Time & Attendance & Telecom solutions and handled Command & Control Centre Designs as well as IIOT Solutions.
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The inventor of spectacles most likely resided 
in the Italian town of Pisa during the 1280s….
the innovation caught on quickly… One early 
problem with eyeglasses was how to keep them 
on, for rigid arms looping over the ears were 

not invented until the 18th century.

-Panati, 
“Extraordinary Origins of Everyday Things”



NATIONAL & CHAPTER LEvEL ACTIvITY REPORT
chapter level Activities (off-line) – program highlights and images galore

Special Introductory Note: Deservingly and befittingly, seamless execution of scheduled targets along with 
unique achievements within them are the performance indicators of any organization – smaller or larger. They 
could be in relation to regular activities as well as their relevance, occasions and/or specific events. In this context, 
FSAI at National level as well as pan India chapters are putting diligent efforts. In fact, many of the chapters 
have made it habitual not only to excel in routine tasks but establish new targets, raise the bars and cross them!   
What all we experienced this year during the first half year spell and easier to recollect bears to testimony to that.   

In the above context, 30th June’22 will be specially cherished as Hon. Chief Minister of Goa, Mr. Pramod 
Sawant inaugurated the the FSAI Skill Development Centre (FSDC) in Goa College of Engineering at the 
behest of its Goa Student Chapter. He specifically mentioned about the significant need of additional courses in 
professional institutes like GEC by way of creating more such SDC’s and upgrading the ones which are already 
available. According to him, along with creation of graduates/ post graduates, the technological institutes must 
also think of exploring as well as enhancing the skill potential of country’s vibrant and energetic youth segment. 
He specifically touched upon an MOU between National Construction Institute and his Govt. which is on the 
anvil. This too would be part of the skill development initiative. He assured that those possessing certification 
from FSDC will hold an edge for the prospective aspirants while seeking employment at Fire & Emergency 
service directorate of the state. 
Shri. Nilesh Cabral - Hon. Minister for Legislative Affairs, Environment, Law and Judiciary, Public Works 
Department, Govt.  of Goa who also graced the occasion kept the whole audience in apt attention through a 
scintillating talk. He eloquently rolled out data on how the state Govt. is committed to implement various schemes 
being envisaged when it comes to good planning, adequate preparatory work and timely implementation. The 
SDC at GEC bears  testimony as to how it the scheme could be conceived, planned, worked out and  executed 
within an year after the Hon CM made the announcement in August ’21 while inaugurating the IFSY in Goa. 
He concluded the talk with a call for creating not only Clean and Beautiful but Safe Goa for all the citizens to 
feel happy about

Significant points covered by of other speakers
a) Mr. Ajit Raghhavan, National president

 ¾ Expression of gratitude to the  Goa CM  for appreciating the efforts of FSAI and commending this new 
initiative of FSDC by partnering with the GEC student chapter.

 ¾Willingness to extend whatever type of facilitation support, human resources as well as technical guidance 
to take the centre forward 

b) Mr. Vivek Kamat, Director, Technical education, Goa
 ¾ In the long run, SDC’s would become the extended arms of Engineering /Technological colleges like GEC, 

IIT’s, NIT’S, BITS, and Diploma institutes and even ITI’s.
 ¾ Few more would join the chorus along with two types of centres of excellence with fire safety and Plumbing, 

which have already been conveived and being executed 
 ¾They would lead to good networking between academia, industries and other commercial establishments

c) Mr. Ashok Menon currently National Secretary and former Director, Directorate of Fire services, Goa
 ¾ Briefing of FSAI Journey from its inception 20 years ago
 ¾ Concept of exclusive Student chapter opening by FSAI and its functioning around the country.
 ¾ Vision, Mission and objectives of FSAI skill development centres and what are all on the anvil at GEC, 
 ¾He also mentioned about the benefits organizations can avail by way of conducting FSAI Suraksha Index 

audit followed by grading and upgradation of the same over the years 

d) Dr. Jennifer Lewis, President, FSAI Goa chapter
 ¾ Interactive development and cementing of relations among Education institutions, industrial establishments 

and end users.
 ¾ Inculcating newer concepts of teaching technical subjects and engaging the services of the teaching fraternity 

FSAI  INITIATIVES
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and tapping their knowledge potential to maximum extent.
> Specially appreciating the contributory efforts of sponsors by way of gifting out products/ gadgets to the 
centre for training
> Mentioning about the contributions from different organizations in setting up the institute

e). Dr. Rajesh Lohani, Principal, GEC
> Effective briefing of the initial journey which started last year at the behest of Hon. CM’s advice, meticulously 
carried forward and culminated in the establishment of first ever such joint skill development centre at GEC 
with the signing of an MOU with FSAI.
> Highlighting the manner with which Hon. CM took the risk of taking such a firm decision by citing a 
line from one of FSAI’s promotional videos “Khatron se Ladna Hai” and motivated all others to successfully 
accomplish it.
> Accomplishing fast track results in getting MOU signed at the shortest possible  time by fulfilling and all 
procedures and statutes thanks to the solid support from Mr. Nilesh Cabral  Hon. minister of public works 
dept, Goa.

f ) Dr. Ganesh Hegde, Student Chair, FSAI Goa Chapter & Faculty Advisor, FSAI GEC Student Chapter 
proposed a hearty vote of thanks. He also took the opportunity to extend GEC’s and FSAI’s indebtedness 
to a  number of dignitaries who graced the occasion by their presence and also contributed  in different ways. 
They included educationists around the area representing leading academic institutions, Present and past office 
bearers of FSAI – National team, Goa chapter office bearers as well as student chapter representatives, sponsors 
who chipped in with financial support and free lending of some critical equipment/ instruments,  which are 
very essential to the functioning of Labs, workshops and research centres.
The sponsors included 
M/s. AAAG, Hikvision, Orient Curtains, Fire Tech, Prolite Autoglow, KV Chemicals, Vignaharta, Shrack, 
Heinrich and Firefly.

Thereafter the FSDC got declared open at the hands of Hon. CM. He visited all the sections of the centre along 
with other dignitaries.

FSAI  INITIATIVES
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I: hyderabad  dated 22nd April

Other important chapter level activities, few good photographs/ titles of the training programs executed during 
the month of May under the title “12 events conducted by FSAI in May’22)

II. bengaluru, dated 11th June at hotel Sanman gardeniya, bengaluru
topic: training on Fire Alarm and voice  evacuation system.

Clockwise from top M/S. Prasad Nishtala , Secretary, FSAI 
Hyderabad chapter(Presenter); P. Shravan Kumar, special 

invitee  & Manoj Balaksrishnan (Immediate past president , 
FSAI Hyderabad chapter (Opening address)

Program sponsored by Heinrich Business Solutions and Mircom Fire & Communications India Pvt Ltd
Faculties: M/S. Ratheesh Balagopalan (Sales & Technical Manager -South Asia) Mircom Fire & Communications 
India Pvt Ltd  & Mr. Ramapriyan Iyengar (Managing Director) Heinrich India Corporation
Welcome address, opening remarks and proposal of vote of thanks : Mr. K. Jayaram , FSAI Bengaluru chapter 
president 
Aspects covered

 ¾ Fundamentals of Fire Alarm System
 ¾ Conventional & Addressable System.
 ¾ Panel network & Interfacing with other system
 ¾ Public Address Vs Voice Evacuation System
 ¾ Acoustics – Basic Concepts
 ¾ Standards – BS 5839 Part 8: 1998 & IEC 60849: 1998

No. of participants: 30
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III. nashik dated 11th June’2022
Special initiative of visiting “Samrudhi Mahamarg{,  IGATPURI - VASALA Tunnel by FSAI team
This location is very significant and highly popular being India’s Biggest & Widest Tunnel when it comes 
to  visualising the Finest Engineering marvel of civil engineering construction for the effective utilization of 
technology as well as natural resources

Key Features of include:-
> 8 km Each side tunnel with 26 cross passage having fire rated & scada operated doors.
> . Each side 4 lanes in which three for vehicle and one is for service.
> Mobile network inside tunnel.
> Fully ventilated through large extraction Fans.
> .Contains water mist system(First Time india for tunnel) & Hydrant system through both the Tunnel.
> .Automatic sun light adaption for in - out .
> 120 km/hour Speed limit.
> After Tunnel Road has 60 metre high Bridges.
> 24 x 7 Emergency assistance after functioning.
> Tunnel prepare through Control basting which is very new technology in India.

The event was jointly organized by architects and engineers’ associations  of the region and FSAI Nashik chapter
Mr. Varun Tiwari elegantly  played the ‘chief host’s role.

Iv. bengaluru chapter dated 15th June at brindavan college of Architecture, 
yelahanka, karnataka
Guest of Honor, Ms. Shakila , College principal; she welcomed the faculties and participants at the behest of 
the institute. 
Opening remarks were given by Mr. Srinivas Desikan, CWC , Bengaluru chapter
Ms. Sujatha Shetty – Women Safety Vice chairperson, CWC , Bengaluru and Mr. Umesh Raj, Association 
member conducted the training
Following important attributes related to Fire safety awareness creation were dealt with

 ¾ Fire Behavior
 ¾ Codes & Standards for built environment
 ¾ Basis of code development
 ¾ Fire Protection Systems
 ¾ Passive Fire Protection measures
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v. chandigarh, Jalandhar dated 29th June’22 at govt. polytechnic for girls
program title: “entrepreneurship vis-à-vis Fire Safety”  in buildings

Faculties Architects Ms. Suman Kaushik (Topic Security in Buildings) from Saakar from Foundations and  
Mohali and Mr. Amit Sharma (Topic Architectural Entrepreneurship)  from Monarch designs respectively
Principal Monika Bansal thanked the entire CWC team of FSAI for this wonderful event. She said that institute 
is eagerly looking for partnership with FSAI and other professionals like architects, MEP and fire consultants 
for overvall development of students.
Architectural Assistantship’s officer Incharge and CWC member of FSAI Chandigarh Chapter Architect 
Dinesh Chander Bhagat, faculty members Preet Pal and Neelam Thakur were also present

vI. nashik dated 26th June’ 2022

Novel gesture of Blood donation initiative with reference to emergency contingencies among society.
Location: Viraj Kaladalan, Near Kulkarni Gardens, Nashik
Welcome address, Briefing and vote of thanks by Mr. Varun Tiwari, Jt. Secretary, Nashik chapter

The donors proudly holding  the certificates which deservedly depict their modest contribution towards a ‘life 
saving mission”
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vII. FSAI table tennis league Match, Mumbai

Venue: Priya Darshini Indira Gandhi Krida Sankul, Mulund West, Mumbai
Main objective : Develop interest about sporting events among Member fraternity and inspire them to remain 
energetic as well as active by remaining  physically/ mentally fit and healthier 
Chief guest:  Mr Ramniwas Radhakishan Joshi veteran Badminton and Table player
Special guest of honour  on the occasion  Mr. A R Anjurlekar – CFO, Borivali, who also gave an inspirational 
talk
Opening remarks : Mr. National Vice chair (events), FSAI
Concluding remarks and Proposal of vote of thanks: Mr. Rupesh Umtol, President FSAI Mumbai chapter
Participants (individual as well as team) represented following organizations
1. V. L. Astra Engineers (India) Pvt. Ltd. 
2. Commercial Enterprises
3. Electro-Mech Consultants
4. Mumbai Fire Brigade
5. Elixir Engineering Pvt. Ltd.
6. Directorate of Maharashtra Fire Services
Event supported by :
M/S.
AHRAE, VL ASTRA, EMC, Vaccifire, Firefite, MSD Controls, CE and KRIGER
In all there were 38 registered players who fought it out in 5 categories (men & women)

Age is Just a Number, Veteran Badminton and Table Tennis 
Player, the one and only Mr. Mr Ramniwas Radhakishan Joshi 
a 92 years, who graced the event as special guest of honour. He 
is being greeted with flowers (Left to right) by S/Shri. Rupesh 

Umtol, Kiran Hatyal  and  Chintu Asher

Chief guest Mr. AR Ajurlekar , CFO, Borivali  being greeted 
with flowers. Left to right: M/S. Juzer Madarwala, AR 

Anjurlekar,  Deshmukh & Vivek Pai
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vIII. Installation of FSAI Student chapter office bearers at Siddaganaga Institute of 
technology, School of Architecture, tumakuru, karnataka

Welcome address / Opening Remarks by Lakshminarayana P , Director, FSAI South region
Vote of thanks : Student representative

Brief write-up on the program 
Report on Installation of Student Chapter at SIT
Fire & Security Association of India, Bengaluru Student Chapter Installation of Siddaganga Institute of 
Technology, School of Architecture was held on 30th June 2022 at Tumakuru.

The Main Objective is to educate & motivate the students about Building Automation System, Fire, Safety & 
Security Systems & help them explore in career opportunities, Internship, Volunteering, Research Opportunities 
& Skill Development in this field.

Mr. Mithun J, FSAI Bengaluru Chapter Secretary addressed the students & explained the benefits to student on 
Joining FSAI. He also  spoke about different aspects of the Student Chapter which would be beneficial to the 
students in terms of gaining knowledge, meeting industry experts etc.
Total number of participants 25o

Mr. Lakshminarayana P, FSAI Regional Director South took the oath from the students and installed
Mr. Jeevan M – Student Chapter President, SIT
Ms. Soundarya TP – Student Chapter secretary, SIT
Mr. Sumukha K – Student Chapter Treasurer, SIT

Also distributed the certificate of Charter/Recognition and Certificate of Student Chapter to the FSAI Officers 
& Mentos of Siddaganga Institute of Technology.
 
Total Number of students attended: 250
Vote of thanks was given by Student of SIT.

Please find the photographs below

Investiture ceremony  – Mr. Lakshminarayana  adminsitering 
the oath and the office bearer elects  of student chapter 
acknowledging the accpetance by raising right palms. 

Left to right Mr. Jeevan -  President, Ms. Soundarya  Secretary 
& Mr. Sumukh,  Treasurer.

The newly installed office bearers being presented with the 
installation Certificates by M/S. Mithun J. and Gurudev 

(extreme left and right) , FSAI Bengaluru chapter secretary and 
CWC member(Student chapter) respectiely

View of audience keenly attending the proceedings.

Galaxy of dignitaries representing FSAI as well as the Institute 
flanked by the newly elected student chapter core group and 

other participants who graced the occasion.
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IX. chennai chapter dated 8th July’22, blood donation initiative

Venue: Magnetic FAAC (I) Pvt. Ltd., Thoraipakkamm, Chennai
Mission and Objective: Promoting the noble concept of helping the community, creating the significance of 
blood donation at the time of emergency  especially when it comes to life saving. In addition the need for 
supporting children being treated for Thalassemia at VHS 
Sponsors: M/S. Magnetic FAAC (I) Pvt. Ltd and “Chennai volunteers” group in association with FSAI Chennai 
Chapter
No. of volunteers who donated blood at the camp:40
Mr. Mahesh Vellore proposed a sincere vote of thanks to all the participants for being part of this humanitarian 
service campaign.

Mr. Periyasamy, Chennai Chapter Member at the donation 
being examined

Mr. Lakshminaryana P, FSAI South, Regional Director and 
others

A  view of the donation procedure in progress
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Victory awaits those who have everything in order—people call 
that luck. Defeats those who don’t—this they call bad luck.

-Raold Amundsen 
(Leader of the first expedition to reach South Pole



Question asked by:
Mr. Ajit Garve, 
Business Development Manager, Fire Detection 
Products, India Region, Johnson Controls

Q1. Why integrated Fire and Evacuation system is 
given more importance in a premium hotel segment 
as compared to a Separate Fire alarm and PA 
system with integration using control and monitor 
modules? What are the distinct advantages of using 
Integrated Fire alarm and Digital voice evacuation 
system?

A1: The application of Fire alarm and Voice evacuation 
(also at times referred to as ‘Public Address System’)  
in hotels allows multiple music sources to broadcast 
to the specific rooms/floors whether is in a lobby, 
hotel rooms or bar. The integrated VE application 
makes sure to evacuate the hotel guests and staffs, 
providing individual paging call to specific zones. The 
premium hotels do follow their own brand standard 
which are over and above to building fire codes and 
it suggests that during the emergency evacuation such 
as fire or other emergency, the EVAC message will be 
automatically override to the BGM, providing guests’ 
safety.

The advantages of integrated life safety systems ( Fire 
alarm and Voice evacuation) for Hotels are typically;
• Integrating both types of system into one solution can 
help optimize overall functionality and performance, 
which means your people and property will be better 
protected. Emergency signals for both fire and voice 
alarms will be sent to one monitoring center and 
can allow operators to quickly send the necessary 
emergency services to your location. Integration 

means that monitors will also be able to view and 
record suspicious incidents, activate escape routes in 
the event of a fire to support a safe evacuation, and 
lock down doors during a robbery.
• System integration can have a major impact on the 
overall operational and administrative costs with 
only one central monitoring company handling both 
systems from a single station. This also means that just 
one company will be able to handle all of the necessary 
system inspections, maintenance, and repairs.
• Operating both your fire alarm system and VE 
system as one single system is a much simpler task for 
the business owners than managing them individually. 
Having access to all systems at once also means that 
you will have many different tools available at one 
time.
• During a fire, emergency response times can be the 
difference between life and death. With an integrated 
system, multiple messages can be broadcasted to 
confirm there is an emergency situation going on 
and can help guests, staffs to prepare for the safe and 
speedy evacuation using safe egress.

Answered by:
Mr. Hemant Khadse

.............................................................................

Question asked by:
Mr. Virendra Borade, 
General Manager/BU Head,
Vijay Transtech Pvt Ltd

Q2. What are the advantages of Mobile Access 
control system over Conventional system? Are there 
any challenges in implementation?

Question / Answer DebAte Corner (QADC)
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Q&A CORNER

A2: Mobile phone is already there with the Employee 
/ User. As per the statistics, a person does not forget 
his / her mobile as lot of day to day activities are 
dependent using the Mobile phone today. Also as the 
mobile is associated with lot of functionalities in day-
to-day life, forgetting the mobile for a longer time is 
near to negligible.
 
In case of Access Card, there is one more Access 
Credential that the User has to carry and the chances 
of forgetting the card is more than  a mobile phone.
 
So to have a have a convergence at the Credential level 
for the User, Mobile Phone is the best form factor and 
this also is an ease of operation for the User as in any 
case, the user is carrying the mobile.
 
The Soft secured Credential is stored in the Mobile 
and is been used for Secured Authentication. The 
Technological development has also helped to use this 
soft credential either using Mobile OR Smart Watch 
as well due to secured interoperability.
  
The only challenge is that the existing Readers need 
upgradation. If the site is part of Green field project, 
then  in that case the new readers procured should 
be Mobile enabled and the existing User credentials 

need to be changed to Soft Mobile Credentials. The 
Controller and the application software infrastructure 
also does not need any change.
 
However, the advantages of this system are more than 
the challenges.
1. The new Readers have facility to accept the existing 
Cards as well as Mobile Credentials. This is a great 
migration path for the customers.
2. The issuance and revoking of the credentials is from 
central location unlike in the earlier scenario the card 
is required to be collected back.
3. Most of the Vendors today offer these Mobile 
Credentials on Subscription basis and hence can be 
reused for multiple employees (in-case an employee 
leaves, the same mobile access credential can be 
assigned to the new employees there by reducing the 
capital expenditure for the physical cards). This is a 
major advantage in case of temporary assignment of 
the Mobile credential for the Visitors access as well.

Looking at the above, Mobile Access would be the 
way ahead for the future for converged Physical 
Access with enhanced User experience.

Answered by:
Mr. Mahesh Gavhane
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MARKET BUZZ
In continuation to our efforts to keep the readers of FSAI journal to remain updated on latest Industry 
technological changes and market feedback, a new feature as titled above is being launched from this edition. 
Trust this would also help them to remain connected with Fire security technology and products.

FAAC are Global leaders to offer Entrance Control Products & Solutions
In India and South Asia, the market for entrance automation and control products & systems is expanding 
rapidly. The rising construction industry, infrastructure expansion, industrial development, and the desire 
for more security & comfort are the primary factors driving market growth. The last two and a half years’ of 
COVID pandemic spell have been indirectly instrumental in bringing out few challenges. In the process, it 
also offered good opportunities as well for this business, with technology playing a significant role in boosting 
growth. Companies who can reinvent themselves, incorporate new technologies into their product offerings, 
and respond to changing market demands perceive an increasing commercial potential.

FAAC in the Future
”FAAC Technologies” have lately announced a new pedestrian product ARES – a new range of products for 
the for APAC market under Magnetic Brand – as part of their planned projects and new ambitions. They also 
intend to incorporate it into their global product range in the near future. In addition, the CEO states, “We will 
see more such efforts in the coming years. India and South Asia are key markets for FAAC Technologies, and 
we are expanding our market reach by building our local competency in design, engineering, manufacturing and 
support services. India will also become a hub for APAC regional supply chain & manufacturing, contributing 
to the overall growth of the region”.

FAAC and Magnetic are investing in new technologies, growing organically through strategic investments 
and acquisitions.
 
When asked about their approach to this expanding market, the CEO Mr. Andrea Marcellan responded 
thus. “We in FAAC and Magnetic are investing in new technologies, growing organically through strategic 
investments and acquisitions. India is a key market for the group, and with the new regional structure in place, 
we are investing in building our teams and markets to accelerate our market presence”.

In another interaction, the CEO also expressed that they are in the Entrance Control industry and their 
customers come from a wide spectrum of industries or verticals with varied challenges. The most common 
challenges for all these customers are rapid movement of people & vehicles, security without compromise on 
comfort, and low downtime. He also added that all their products and solutions are designed to meet their 
customer requirements – be it in vehicle entrance control or pedestrian entrance control products.

For details readers may visit the company website at  
www.faacindia.com; www.centsys.com; www.geniusg.com; www.faactechnologies.com
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Fire saFety praCtiCes
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SERIES NO. 21
Top three scorers shall be awarded with “Certificates 
of Honour” in Gold, Silver & Bronze categories. Besides 
all other participants shall receive “Certificate of 
Appreciation” (digital – duly encrypted).  Kindly look 
for the full answer keys in the next edition and compare 
where we stood.

THEmATIC

S e r I e S  2 0  A n S w e r  k e y S :
1 - b  |  2 - c  |  3 - c  |  4 - c |  5 - A |  6 - A |  7 - c  |  8 - d  |  9 - d  |  1 0 - d  |  1 1 - d

QUIZ

you can send the answers by email (murthy@fsai.in) or whatsapp (+91 98255 61699).  while sharing the answers, 
please ensure to mention your name, profession, company, phone, email & FSAI Membership number.

please select the most appropriate / correct choice from the multiple options and fill in the blanks. 

It is gratifying to note that following have ticked on maximum number of “Right” Options M/s. kamlesh kumar chauhan, Jaykumar Sheth and partho 
Sarothy Gupta had ticked on all the Most Appropriate Options in the Quiz No.20  Accordingly, they are eligible for the ‘certificate of honor’ in ‘Gold’ 
category. Hearty congratulations to all.

5|  …................. catches fire on contact with air 
without external ignition source.

A) Hydrogen

B) LPG

C) Petrol 

D) Phosphorous 

1|  ..................... on 5th June the World observed 
…Day.

A) Safety

B) Security 

C) Environment 

D) Health

10|            the quickest way to stop a suspected app, 
device, or OS from spying on you.

A) Browsing Google user 
reports of that device’s 
spying activity and 
what those people did 
to stop it

B) Logging out of the 
suspected device or 

account and go about 
your day

C) Visit Consumer Affairs 
or the Federal Trade 
Commission website 
for tips

D) _____

4|   First ‘F’ of AFFF extinguishing medium stands 
for …................

A) Fabric 

B) Film

C) Flex

D) Fountain

6|                                             The oldest and premier Fire Service College of 
India is located at …..............

A) Ahmedabad

B) Delhi

C) Mumbai

D) Nagpur

11|….............. is the best way to minimize your 
digital footprint.

A) Take fewer photos  
with you

B) Travel less with your 
smart phone

C) Post less on  
Social media

D) _____

Most of the winners sustaining their continuous winning spree in all the 
previous editions since the 2020 –’21.  We earnestly request many more from 
the elite group of other readers to participate in this exercise and demonstrate 
their obsession to the Surakshit Bharat concept in all walks of life. 

8| Following symbol at airports is indicative of  
.................…. checking

A) Cabin Baggage
B) Checked in 

Luggage
C) Energized Laptop
D) Energized 

Mobile Phones

2|  …...............is the unit of Earth resistance. 

A) Ampere

B) Ohm

C) Watt 

D) Volt

3|  This symbol depicts ..........................category 
or fire.

A) Frictional

B) Kinetic 

C) Metallic

D) Pyrophoric

7|   This road side symbol depicts the approaching 
of ….

A) Railway Crossing

B) Railway Station 

C) Railway Underpass 

D) Wagon Shunting Site

A) Shredding all 
paperwork containing 
sensitive information

B) Adding a deadbolt lock 
to all entryways. 

C) Adding a few unique 
characters to any 
password or PIN 

D) _____

9|            .............…. is the simplest way to stop brute-
force cyberattacks dead in their tracks. 
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FIRE & SECURITy ASSOCIATION OF INDIA (FSAI) is a non-profit organization 
established in 2002. It represents the Fire Protection, Life Safety, Security, building 
Automation, Loss Prevention and Risk Management domains. 

“The question isn’t who is going to let me; it’s who is going to stop me.” Ayn Rand
The quote above wonderfully summarizes importance of women power. We at FSAI 
are also blessed with some such great examples who are shaping our efforts to make 
our country safer. We need more of such brilliant minds to gather more mass to this 
already rolling movement. you are important in every stage of life be it a home front 
or be it office front or be it your own stint, you have always outshined and worked like 
an anchor to our lives!

This is a call to invite you for much larger and better society cause to make homes and 
workplaces safer from fire and security hazards. So what’s holding you back, do join 
us and help us to go miles with your force!

new 
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